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Reflections Funeral Services
We are a family owned and operated funeral service provider. The services we offer
to our families can range from Cremation to Traditional Funerals, Catering to each
individual family and their requests.
Military Honors, Veteran services, Reflection of Life, Veterans are assisted with
preparations with honor detail from either the United States Army, Marines, Air
Force, Navy or Coast Guard depending on the branch they served in. For more information please call the Funeral Director.
Traditional Funeral, Viewing, Rosary, Vigil, Reflection of Life We provide Pre-Planning/or Advanced Planning options to better serve our families
Our families can choose from as simple as Direct Cremation to Traditional Services
followed by Cremation. Inviting them to be able to see their loved one and say goodbye. Cremation gives a sense of closure with more options then burial. Options
like spreading cremains out to sea, bringing them home, dividing the cremains and
bringing some home and some scattered or taken to a cemetery.
We understand the emotional stress families have during this time. We offer in-home appointments.
We are available 24 hours a day to serve your family with superior services.
For further information, please call us at

(714) 587-0615 Fax (657) 208-1655

937 S. Roberts Street, #3, Anaheim, CA 92802
www.reflectionsfuneralservices.com
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Lost
By Jim McDevitt

Where we live the Homeowners Association has a
transfer site to take your
garbage and leave it. The
last time I went I dumped
my garbage in the compactor bin and when I returned to the car, I realized I lost my car keys.
The attendant helped me
look but we could not find
them. He let me use the
phone in their work booth
to call my wife and ask her
to bring me another set of
car keys. Fortunately, we
have more than one set.
After I called her and felt
completely like a fool,
the attendant was working
near compacting boxes in
a different area when he
spotted something shiny
on the ground. It was my
keys. This saved the day
for me and I called my
wife catching her as she
was getting in our other
car to save her the trip.
My wife bought a new iPhone 11 Pro from Apple
about a week ago. It has
some great features none
of which I understand. I
still have a $10 flip phone
which is decades old.
Anyway, this day we had
just returned from taking
our new dog, Koda, from
training. I parked the car
in our driveway and my
wife decided to collect the

Agape

trash in the car and put
in our garbage can while
I went upstairs to collect
the house trash to take to
the transfer site.
She came upstairs as I finished collecting the house
garbage and I told her I
was taking it to the transfer site. Everything went
well at the site. I did not
lose my car keys this time
as the same attendant was
on duty. As I got home,
I pulled into our driveway
and my wife appeared out
of nowhere in a frantic
state.
“I can’t find my phone. I
think I accidentally threw
it out with the garbage. It
was in a red case with my
credit card.”
My wife jumped into the
car and I put it in reverse
and headed to the transfer
site.
Sometimes you must wait
in line there as only three
cars at a time are allowed
in. I drove as fast as legally possible. An Apple
phone costs lots of money. We were lucky as no
cars were waiting and I
drove right in and up to
the compactor. I could
see we were too late; the
attendant had just pressed
the compacting button
Continued on page 9

Local Handyman
• Drywall, Painting, Stucco,
Patchwork
• Repair Wood, Decks,
Cabinets, Wood Fencing
• Roofing, Electrical, Granite,
Windows, Doors
• Pressure Wash & Garage
Cleaning
• Housekeeper
Ernesto

(562) 841-4481

I BUY COMIC BOOKS
AND BASEBALL CARDS
1900-1970
Large $$$ Paid
Call Robert Hughes at 310-947-9437
spiderhughes@gmail.com
DBA BOOK KINGDOM
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Five Fast Tips to Keep
More of Your Money

July
Calendar
of Events
(ED Note: Please check with
each venue or event prior to
attending as some events have
been cancelled due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic
lockdowns in each city).

Sawdust Festival
Laguna Beach
Through Aug. 30
Outdoor arts and crafts festival. Watch artists create their
work and buy directly from
the artists while enjoying the
atmosphere. At, 935 Laguna
Canyon Road, Laguna Beach.
Call, 949-494-3030.

Festival of Arts
Laguna Beach
July 6 to Sept. 3
Enjoy the Festival of Arts in
Laguna Beach which is a juried fine art show showcasing
140 of Orange County’s top
artists in an open-air gallery
setting. A world-renowned art
destination, visitors can take
tours of the exhibit, see an art
demonstration, dine at one of
the on-site restaurants, create

German Heritage Day
& Dachshund Races
Huntington Beach
July 12
2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Celebrate the many Germans
who emigrated to the United
States in the 1600s or just visit
and have fun. Admission will
be free all day long and the
first 500 guests will receive a
free meal. A true family event.
It is an old-fashioned fun filled
day with Donau Schwaben
folk dancers, German American Brass Bands, carnival
games, and Wiener Dog races.
At, Old World Village Festival
Hall, 7561 Center Ave. No. 49,
Huntington Beach. Call, 714895-8020.

Ocean Festival

festival in Orange County
this event includes an early
morning 5K/ 10K run, a pancake breakfast, car show, chili
cook-off, family games, food
booths, the Chamber of Commerce business expo, arts and
crafts booths and four stages
with continuous entertainment. Admission is free. At,
Cypress Community Center,
Oak Knoll Park, 5700 Orange
Ave., Cypress. Call, 714-8272430.

The
Senior
Reporter
is published monthly by:

San Clemente
July 18-19
Competitions include the Tandem Boogie Board contest,
the Pier Bowl Surf Classic,
world-famous Dory boat races, 5K beach run, and onemile ocean swim. For kids and
family fun, free beach concert,
sand Sculpting contest, Woody
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their own works of art, or just

Car exhibits, and Ocean art

(714) 369-6517

enjoy the creative surround-

show. At, San Clemente Pier.

ings. Weekends are filled with

Call, 949-440-6141.

live music and special events
providing entertainment for
everyone. At, 650 Laguna
Canyon Road, Laguna Beach.
Call, 800-487-3378.

Cypress Community
Festival
Cypress
One of the largest one-day
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OF OC
9114 Adams Avenue, Suite 358
Huntington Beach, CA 92646

With day-to-day activities
affected by the coronavirus,
many people greatly reduced
their spending. While saving
money is great, a solid financial plan is even better. Here
are hints on how:
1. Make a budget, but focus on
the things that you can control.
You can’t change your mortgage or rent payment overnight, but you can eat more
meals at home.
2. Clear the clutter, but keep
the cash. You can use sites
such as Declutter, Facebook
Marketplace and Offer Up to
profit from the things you no
longer need.
3. Simplify your subscriptions.
Today there are subscriptions
for everything from entertainment to plants. It’s easy to
lose track of how much money
you’re really spending. Make a
list and do away with subscriptions you don’t fully use.
4. Plan major purchases. If

Email: jcampos@
seniorreporterofoc.com
Telephone

(714) 975-6345
Fax

Rate is $28.00 per year

Guest articles, commentaries
and photographs are invited,
however, publication is at the
discretion of the editor

EVERY MORNING MY
HUMAN SHAVES OFF
HIS FACE FUR, HE’S
FUNNY LIKE THAT.
—TUCK
adopted 05-04-11

You can save money by getting
good warranties on new or used
appliances

you’ll need a new dryer, roof
or car, figure out how much it
will cost so that you can start
saving.
5. Buy used or refurbished
electronics. You can find great
smartphones, laptops and other electronics in good condition on such sites as Gazelle,
Swappa or eBay. Another tip
for saving money is to use
Upsie for the most affordable
warranties for your electronics, appliances and more. Upsie also offers warranties that
include accident protection for
used devices.
Learn More
For further facts and tips, visit
upsie.com.
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CLASSIFIED & PROFESSIONAL SERVICE DIRECTORY
REAL ESTATE

Estate
Sales

Glinda Davis
Certified Appraiser

714-943-1818

e-mail: glinda_davis@yahoo.com
Lic. #GDD0001
www.glindadadvisestatesales.com

HOME & HEALTH CARE

WILLS & TRUSTS

RAINBOW HOME CARE
Attendants make life easier

All Orange County

Only $499.00
Complete!

Mobility, Errands, Housekeeping, Meal Prep, Transportation

Toll Free #1-800-811-9767
WE CAN HELP

Call Greg
(949) 851-4969

$49

Beauty by Tropea
1 Hour Facial
Call or Text Nina today for an appointment at
(714)887-6339
Five Point Plaza, Phenix salons Suites
18531 main St. Suite 158
Huntington Beach Ca 92648

AUTOMOTIVE

Your Ad Here

RESEARCH

Your Ad Here

714-980-1790
MISC.

WANTED/ I BUY

Lladros, Capodimontes,
Waterford, Laliques, etc.
High end merchandise
for resale

Nick
714-679-5153
949-566-4661

LOSE SOMEONE SPECIAL?
FREE ebook

Get your
that guides you
through your Executor and Administrator duties.

Visit: probateresources.net
Call (949) 697-0420

EXPERIENCED
PROFESSIONAL
CARE GIVER NEEDED
$13.00 per hour •

562-576-3893
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CLASSIFIED & PROFESSIONAL SERVICE DIRECTORY
PLUMBING

ELECTRIC

Cheaper
Plumbing
Drains Cleared

$

39

All Plumbing Repairs
Senior Discount

949-910-9818
EYEGLASS REPAIR

AC & HEATING

HANDYMAN

Steve’s
Eyeglass Repair
We Come to YOU

MOVING \ STORAGE
ROOFING

PAC MASTERS LLC

APPLIANCE
REPAIR
ROCA APPLIANCE
REPAIR

Moving or Storage Costs

We assemble and disassemble for you.
We Also Pack AndOrganize Garages
We Now Hang Pictures And Mirrors
Buy And Sell Furniture
FREE ESTIMATES • Call 888-250-2204

One Time
Yard Cleanup

Trimming, Weeding,
Planting, Drought Tolerant,
Ground-Cover, Landscaping,
Design, Hauling

Small / Big Jobs Welcome
Free Friendly Estimates

GK: 714-716-4491
gklandscape.biz

Visa/MC/DC/Amex • Lic. #918209

LANDSCAPING

LANDSCAPING

E.V. LANDSCAPE AND
GARDENING SERVICE

OC Landscaping
and Hauling

As low as
$25.00/weekly

Trimming, Weeding,
Planting, Drought Tolerant,
Ground-Cover,
Garden/Yard/Slope Cleanups,
Design, Hauling

Clean-ups, trimming,
trees, sprinklers, sod

Small / Big Jobs Welcome
Free Friendly Estimates

714-822-1870

GK: 714-716-4491

Call Elvis Vega

gklandscape.biz

Visa/MC/DC/Amex • Lic. #918209

GOT BUDS

www.steveglasses.com

West Coast Relocation & Storage

GARDENING

MISC.

(949) 338-3439

SENIOR MOVING SPECIALISTS

GARDENING / LANDSCAPING

Your Ad
Here

• Washer
• Dryer
• Refrigerator
• Stoves
• Ranges
• Cook Tops
• Dishwashers
• Plumbing
Also Air Conditioning and Heating

Call Alejandro
949-478-9053
Lic. # A48272

Indica, Sativa, Hybrid
Premium Indoor:
$200 / oz.
$100 / ½ oz.
$75 / oz.

FREE
DELIVERY

(714) 737-4965
TELEVISION SERVICES
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‘Cycles of Life ...
and Death’
By Randal C. Hill
“Get your motor runnin’,
head out on the highway
“Lookin’ for adventure and
whatever comes our way.” -Steppenwolf
“Easy Rider” was the ultimate epochal — and ultimately doomed — buddy picture,
a movie replete with drugs,
Rock ’N Roll, sex, and violence as elements of the seductive allure of freedom that the
open road can offer.
As Captain America (a wellgroomed, leather-clad Peter
Fonda) and Billy (a slovenly,
fringe-jacketed Dennis Hopper), the pair journey across
America to abandon mainstream life for one sans responsibility. Flush with cash
from a Los Angeles cocaine
deal (which features a cameo
appearance by record producer
Phil Spector, who hands over
the money), the two modern-day cowboys roar east on
flashy motorcycles, bound for
Mardi Gras and, eventually, a
cushy retirement in Florida.
“Easy Rider,” whose script
began as “The Loners,” is
all about freedom — what
it means and what it costs.
Filmed in 1968, it took a year
to edit 80 hours of often-freewheeling guerrilla footage
down to a marketable 95-minute offering.
Fonda and Hopper, the film’s
producer/director team, found
Columbia Pictures’ bean

counters reluctant to dole out
adequate funds for the endeavor. So tight became the allotted
budget that the idea of an original music score was scrapped
in place of using Rock singles
on the soundtrack.
Throughout the odyssey, a
reflective Captain America
seems to appreciate and respect everything and everyone
he encounters, whereas Billy
stumbles about in a pot-induced fog while rhapsodizing
about the hedonistic bacchanal that awaits in New Orleans. On the way, they meet
an alcoholic ACLU lawyer
named George Hansen (Jack
Nicholson, at the time a virtual unknown). George decides
to head east with the two but
is brutally murdered after all
three unintentionally stir up
trouble at a small-town Louisiana café. Following a nightmarish LSD trip during Mardi
Gras, Captain America and
Billy continue their travels.
Writer Terry Southern worked
on the script with Hopper and
Fonda and later told “Creative
Screenwriting” that the original idea had been to portray
the pair sailing off into the
sunset out of Key West at the
movie’s end.
Southern, “It wasn’t until the
end that it took on a genuinely
artistic dimension — when it
suddenly evolved into an indictment of the American redneck, and his hatred and intolerance for anything remotely
different from himself.”

The shocking demise of the
two bikers comes at the hands
of a shotgun-wielding assailant.
After Peter Fonda previewed
the movie for his father, the
legendary Henry (who had
worked in mainstream motion
pictures for 35 years) admitted
to his son, “I’m worried about
it because the film is inaccessible … I just don’t think many
people will get it.”
Not so. Aimed at the high
school- and college-age audience, “Easy Rider” offered an
unflinching look at the dying
days of the 1960s counterculture. Shot on a shoestring budget of $900,000, “Easy Rider”
raked in $60 million at the
box office and garnered a Best
First Work award at the 1969
Cannes Film Festival.
Bibliography
Books:
Biskind, Peter. Easy Riders, Raging Bulls:
How the Sex-Drugs-and Rock ‘n’ Roll
Generation Changed Hollywood. New
York: Simon & Schuster, 1999.
Edelstein, Andrew J. “Easy Rider.” The
Pop Sixties: A Personal and Irreverent
Guide. New York: World Almanac Publications, 1985.
Stern, Jane & Michael. “Easy Rider.”
Encyclopedia of Pop Culture. New York:
HarperPerennial/Harper-Collins Publishers, Inc., 1992.
Internet:
Bramesco, Charles. “Easy Rider at 50:
How the Rebellious Road Movie Shook
Up the System.” https://www.theguardian.
com. July 15, 2019.
Easy Rider (1969). https://www.filmsite.
org.
Easy Rider (1969). https://www.rottentomatoes.com.
Ebert, Roger. “Easy Rider [1969].”
https://www.rogerebert.com. Oct. 24,
2004.
Pirnia, Garin. “13 Wild Facts About Easy
Rider.” https://www.mentalfloss.com. May
12, 2019. The Southern quote and the
Henry Fonda quotes are from here.
DVD:
Easy Rider. Copyright 1969, 1999.
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Lost

Continued from page 3
and it was already finishing compacting. My wife
leaped out of the car and
rushed over to the attendant at the compactor. It
was the same operator
who previously found my
car keys for me.
The compacting stopped
and the attendant opened
the door. I used my cell
phone to call my wife
phone to see if we could
hear it ringing. We heard
no ringing. A woman who
had just dumped her garbage said it was probably
crushed. This of course
crushed my wife and me.
We got back into our car
and returned home. My
wife has a device on her
desktop computer that
tells her where the phone
is. It brought up my wife’s
phone but we could not
tell where it was. It was
not that detailed that we
could say for sure it was
at the transfer site or the
house. I called my wife’s
phone again with our landline but heard no ringing
other than the constant
ringing in my ears which I
always have.
My wife called Apple for
help. She spoke to a woman and explained what had
happened. We did have
insurance on the phone
with a $250 deductible.
Remotely the woman at
Apple turned up the vol-

different but loud sound.
Suddenly, we could hear
the phone ringing in the
bathroom. It was under
a towel.
My wife had
washed her hands after
throwing out the garbage
and must have covered the
phone with the towel. I
wonder now what the man
at the transfer site thinks
about the couple who lose
their car keys one week
and throw out their cell
phone the next week.

California
Sweet Potato
Blueberry
Yogurt Muffins

Online@www.seniorreporterofoc.com

moist and tender and add just
the right amount of sweetness.
Bake a dozen (or more) and
store in individual bags in the
freezer for a healthy portable
breakfast the entire household
will enjoy.
California Sweetpotato
Blueberry Yogurt Muffins
Makes 24 regular or 10 jumbo
muffins
4 large eggs
1 1/2 c plain yogurt
1/2 c butter, melted
2 tsp vanilla extract
2 c all-purpose flour
1 1/2 c whole wheat flour
2 c shredded sweetpotatoes
1 c sugar
1 1/2 tsp baking powder
1/2 tsp baking soda
1/2 tsp salt
2 c blueberries
Preheat oven to 375° F. Coat
muffin tins with nonstick
spray.

California sweetpotatoes are a
key ingredient to tasty, moist and
healthy muffins

If you’re looking for a healthy
start to your day, give California Sweetpotato Blueberry Yogurt Muffins a try. Chock full
of nutrient-dense ingredients
such as blueberries, yogurt
and whole wheat, these powerhouse muffins have a secret
ingredient: shredded California sweetpotatoes. A desig-

JULY 2020

In large bowl, whisk eggs,
yogurt, butter and vanilla. In
medium bowl, combine flours,
sweetpotatoes, sugar, baking
powder, baking soda and salt.
Mix flour mixture into egg
mixture. Gently stir in blueberries.
Divide batter between 24 regular or 10 jumbo muffin cups.
Bake until golden brown and
set, about 25 minutes for regular muffins or 30 for jumbo.

nated superfood, California

For more recipes and informa-

sweetpotatoes are loaded with

tion about California sweetpo-

ume on my wife’s phone

vitamins, minerals and fiber.

tatoes, visit www.casweetpo-

and switched it to a very

Plus, they keep the muffins

tatoes.com.

See the world’s only
authentic flying
Japanese Zero fighter

Planes of Fame
Air Museum
14998 Cal Aero Drive
Chino, CA 91710

Visit Planes of Fame Air Museum at Historic Cal Aero Field in
Chino, California.
The Planes of Fame Air Museum was founded in 1957 by Edward
Maloney. It is the oldest independently operated aviation museum
in the United States.
The museum collection spans the history of manned flight from
Continued on page 16
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Marisa Tomei
By Les Goldberg

At 66, Marisa Tomei belies her
age with her cutsie girl-nextdoor looks and impish personality. But here she is, still
dazzling audiences as one of
the premier female actresses
of our generation.

one Like You;” “In the Bedroom” (Best Support Actress
nominations); “The Guru;”
“Anger Management;” “Alfie;” “Before the Devil Knows
Your Dead;” “The Wrestler;”
“The World of Promise” (animated); “Cyrus;” “Salvation
Boulevard;” “Crazy, Stupid, Loud;” and “The Ides of
March.”
her first on-stage experience
came by playing Hedy LaRue
in the school production of
“How to Succeed in Business
Without Really Trying.”

Her recent appearances in
the movie “Spider-Man: Far
From Home” and the TV special “All in the Family: Live in
Front of a Studio Audience,”
in which she played Edith, attest to her everlasting attraction to her adoring fans.
What attracted Tomei to a career in acting was her early
love of Broadway. It all started

when her parents in Brooklyn,
N.Y. took her to see the shows.
While in junior high school,

After graduating from high
school, she attended Boston
University for a year before
landing a role in the soap opera “As the World Turns,” followed by the part of Maggie
Lauten during the first season
of “A Different World” sitcom.
From Stage to Screen
Tomei’s big break in Hollywood came with her comedic
performance in the 1992 film,
“My Cousin Vinny,” in which
she received critical praise,
and earned her an Oscar as
best supporting actress at the
Academy Awards and best
breakthrough artist by MTV.
Since then, her career was on
high with roles that included:
“Only You” with Robert
Downey Jr.; “Unhook the
Cars” with Gena Rowlands
(Screen Actor’s Guild Award);
“Slums of Beverly Hills”
(American Comedy Award);
“What Women Want;” “Some-

In 2016, she appeared in “Captain America’s Civil War,” and

don’t know why women need
to have children to be a complete human being.”

lite Awards; Critics’ Choice
TV Award for “Empire,”
Best Actress for “Laboratory
Conditions” by Gold Movie
Awards, and Distinguished
Performance nomination for
“The Rose Tattoo” by the Drama League Awards.
Her resume also includes a listing as one of the “100 Sexiest
Females in the World” and an
appearance on NBC’s “Who
Do You Think You Are?” in
which she traveled to Tuscany,

a year later co-starred in “Spider-Man: Homecoming.” In
2018, Tomei played Dr. May
Updale in “The First Purge,”
followed by roles in “Avengers: The Endgame,” and “Spider-Man: Far From Home.”
Among her many accolades
are nominations for Outstanding Actress in A Play in “Top
Girls” by Drama Desk; Best
Actress in “Cyrus” by Satel-

Italy, and the island of Elba. It
was there that she learned the
truth about the 100-year-old
murder of her great-grandfather.
As for her personal life, Tomei
once said:
“I’m not that big a fan of marriage as an institution, and I
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The Gadget Geezer
Sizzlin’ Summer Grillin’ ‘n Chillin’
There is no better way to celebrate the summer than to spend
time outdoors with your family, swinging in a hammock under a giant shade tree, playing
with the grandkids, swimming
in a pool, and, of course, barbecuing in the backyard. But
wait! Are you still using hot
coals, matches, or lighter fluid
and an over-used Hibachi?
The old school methods of
cooking outside the kitchen are just that – old school.
Now you can join the 21st century apron gang with a range
(no pun intended) of new hightech ‘smart’ gadgets designed
specifically for the fresh air
chef. Here are just a few of
the ways you can add sizzle to
your menu of hotdogs, burgers, ribs, and shish kebobs:

The Looftlighter

By Les Goldberg

The Ironwood 650

ing your favorite steak or lamb
chop, you can use a Meater+.
It is a wireless thermometer
that notifies your phone when
your food is ready. Amazon’s
got it for $99.

Whether you are trying to light
a fire with charcoal, briquettes,
wood, or any other flammable material, the Looftlighter
is a handheld wand igniter. In
just one minute, your fire will
be ready. It also has a built-in
bottle opener and can serve as
a fireplace lighter during the
cooler months.

The Meater+

The iGrill Mini

At $1,200, Traeger’s Ironwood
650 is a less expensive but
more traditional style barbeque grill with the added feature
of Wi-Fi, so your smartphone
can be your eyes and ears to a
well-cooked meal.

The Grillbot
While we are about thermometers, Weber, one of the main
manufacturers of barbeque
grills and accessories, offers
the iGrill Mini. Using a wired
probe, the smartphone app allows you to be up to 150 feet
away from the grill to notify

To avoid over or under-cook-

you when the meat is cooked
to your satisfaction. It retails
for $47 at Amazon.

The Timberline 1300

For the sophisticated connoisseur of barbeque, the Traeger
Co. has introduced its Timberline 1300 model smart grill.
For ‘only’ $2,000, it features

Wayne Roby
Lic. #2E53390

• (310) 251-8091

Documents.robypa@gmail.com

Wi-Fi access to temperature
controls, a cooking timer, and
a recipe database.

What is the worst thing about
barbequing? You got it –
cleaning up! That is why you
might want to get the Grillbot. Yes, it is a robot. Simply
place it on a dirty grill, turn it
on, and let it go to work. Three
electric motors power the wire
brushes and a semiconductor
chip inside controls its direction, speed, and movement.
An alarm will sound when the
job is done. eBay has the Grillbot selling from $60 to $75, a
carrying case priced at $23 and
replacement brass brushes listed at $14 and up, depending on
how many are in the package.

The Grilluminate
Sometimes, on a hot summer
night, your outdoor barbeque
event might stretch into dark-

ness, and your ability to see
your food cooking on the grill
will get hampered. The Cuisinart CGL-330 Grilluminate
Expanding LED Grill Light
could be the perfect solution.
In addition to nine bright LED
lights, the device clamps to
your grill’s handle and has
extending sides to spread the
lighted area. It uses three AAA
batteries, not included, and
provides 10,000 hours of light.
Cost: $17 on Amazon.
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U.S. Postal Service Offers Tips to Stop Dog Attacks on Mail Carriers
Can you picture a member
of your family attacking a
mail carrier? Of course, you
couldn’t, but it happened
5,803 times last year across
the nation.
Dearborn, MI, Letter Carrier
Tameka Toliver recalls being
pinned on a porch by a dog
that bit her above her knee. “It
happened so fast, even with
all my training, I barely had
time to react,” Toliver told
co-workers at an event at the
Dearborn Post Office. “I’m
still scared when I get close to
that house because I remember
the attack so vividly. It takes a
long time to get over the fear.”
When a dog attacks a letter

places the safety of its
employees as a top priority
and dedicates a week each year
to Dog Bite Awareness. (about.
usps.com/what/corporatesocial-responsibility/
activities/dog-bite-awareness.
htm)
Here are four simple tips to
prevent dog bite injuries that
should be enforced all year
round:
Contain your canine, keep carriers safe

carrier, the dog owner could
be held liable for all medical
expenses, repayment of lost
work hours, replacement of
the uniform and other costs,
which can run into thousands
of dollars. The Postal Service

visitors. Dog owners should
keep the family pet secured.
Parents should remind their
children and other family
members not to take mail
directly from carriers in the
presence of the family pet, as
the dog may view the person
handing mail to a family
member as a threatening
gesture.
• Electronic Fencing: Carriers
may assume, when they see

• Door Delivery: If a carrier
delivers mail or packages to
your front door, place your
dog in a separate room and

no

physical fence around

close that door before opening

officials request that you keep

the front door. Some dogs

your dog restrained or inside

burst through screen doors or

when the mail is delivered.

plate-glass windows to attack

Although

a property, the property is
animal-free. This can be a
dangerous

mistake.

the

Postal

electronic

fence may keep your dog
from wandering, it does not
protect your Postal Service
carrier, who must enter your
property to deliver the mail.
Even homes with curbside
mailboxes may have oversized
packages or signature-needed
items that require the carrier
to approach a doorstep and
cross the boundaries of the
electronic fence. This poses a
serious risk to carrier safety.
• Dog in Yard: Make sure
your dog is properly restrained
on a leash away from where
your mail carrier is delivering
the mail. Mail delivery service
can be interrupted at an
address or neighborhood the
Continued on page 16
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Fabulous Finds
By Debbie L. Sklar

Summer is here and that means
you will be spending more
time outside catching the rays,
swimming, and participating
in outdoor sports. Make sure
you wear your sunscreen and
perhaps pick up a few of these
wonderful Fabulous Finds to
help you look your summer
best.

Bliss Bright Idea
Vitamin C + Tri-Peptide
Collagen Protecting
& Brightening
Moisturizer

This vegan high-tech moisturizer contains the most effective, non-irritating form
of vitamin C and patented
tri-peptide to boost the skin’s
natural elasticity while delivering intense hydration. The
spa-grade collagen-protecting
duo works synergistically to
further brighten and protect
elasticity, resulting in plump,
soft, dewy skin. Green Tea
Extract helps to reinforce the
skin’s natural defense against
free radical damage. Vegan,
cruelty-free, and blissfully free
of dyes, parabens, phthalates,
and SLS/SLES. Price: $24.
Available at Target/Target.com

Garnier Fructis Treat
Shampoo &
Conditioner

Garnier is committed to developing beauty products that are
good for you and the planet. In
2020 Garnier unveiled Fructis
Treat Shampoo and Conditioner, the brand’s first-ever collection of vegan shampoos and
conditioners that are formulated with 98 percent naturally
derived ingredients and free
of silicones, parabens, and artificial colorants. Price: $7.99,
Available nationwide at drug,
food, and mass-market retailers and garnierusa.com.

amines, chemical sunscreens,
synthetic fragrance, BHT, and
BHA. The latest addition is
the GOOPGLOW 15 percent.
Glycolic Acid + Fruit Extracts
Overnight Glow Peel. The
peel is inspired by professional chemical peels, so it is made
with 15 percent glycolic acid
for powerful, clinically proven
noticeable results. Price: $35$140. Available at goop.com

INC.Redible Juicy
Printed Bum & Boob
Masks

Goop

Goop has set out to create
a new standard in beauty –
clean – which can be seen in
the brand’s own collections
as well as in the goop Clean
Beauty shop on its website.
Goop only sells non-toxic
products that are made without
ingredients linked to harmful
health effects like hormone
disruption, cancer, and plainold skin irritation. To name a
few, its screens for parabens,
phthalates, PEGs, ethanol-

Check out these anti-aging
printed bum and boob sheet
masks for moisturizing and
firming results. Each miracle
sheet mask is designed to keep
your pair and peach looking
their perkiest. Enriched with
vitamins A, B, and C, these
masks are meant to hydrate,
add glow, and nourish your
assets. 100 percent vegan,
and 100 percent cruelty-free.
Range: Juicy Bits (Watermelon Boob Mask) and Feeling
Cheeky (Peach Bum Mask).
Price: $9/single &$15/duo.
Available at Sephora/.com and
NailsInc.com

Nails.INC Plant Power

topcoat. Available at Sephora.
com or in store.

Stock Up On
Healthful Food

Nails.INC is celebrating 21
years at the forefront of nail
innovation with the launch
of Plant Power, the first-ever
21-free plant-based nail polish. Not only is the range 100
percent vegan, cruelty-free,
and halal-friendly, the highshine formula is also free
from formaldehyde, acetone,
and parabens … along with
18 other derived ingredients.
Made from 73 percent biosourced ingredients (ingredients made from plants which
are from a renewable source),
the formula is UV reactive to
boost glossiness and extends
wear for up to 10 days. It is
also patented hexanal (a safe
alternative to formaldehyde)
with proven hardening properties. Recyclable and sustainable components, with the
bottle sourced by Nails.INC’s
infamous Venetian glass and
topped off with a Forest Stewardship Council certified beech
wooden cap. Available in 11
new shades and a high-shine
topcoat. Price: $10 color, $11

During these challenging
times, people are avoiding
the supermarket and, instead,
stocking up on shelf-stable and
frozen foods. Unfortunately,
these can often be loaded with
preservatives and lack nutrition. Many families also resort
to take-out foods that can be
high in sodium, hydrogenated
fats and refined sugars.
“The best solution is to find
healthy, prepared products that
can be purchased in bulk at the
supermarket, online and delivered to your doorstep,” advises
consumer trends expert Merilee Kern.
One of Kern’s personal favorites is Veggies Made Great,
which offers easy, family-friendly and delicious veggie-rich meals and snacks such
as muffins, frittatas and veggie
cakes. They can fill freezers
and keep families healthy—
even during stressful times.
Vegetables including carrots,
zucchini and kale are the first
Continued on page 16
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bills by avoiding the utility
company’s peak rates. Generac is the only company that
offers both battery storage systems and whole home backup
generators. Its dealers can provide “touchless virtual quotes”
for both systems that let homeowners make the best decision
for their specific needs.

Residential Solar + Battery Storage Solutions
Protect Against Utility Outages
The market for energy storage
is growing—and with good
reason. With power disruptions from electrical utilities
driven by wildfires, storms,
hurricanes and the continued
decay of the power grid across
the country, homeowners have
turned to new solutions to keep
the lights on.
At the center of the upswing
in interest, solar power continues to rank highly with energy-conscious homeowners
nationwide. However, as residents in California have discovered through Public Safety
Power Shutoffs in 2019, their
current photovoltaic (PV) solar systems do not power their

homes during utility outages,
primarily because safety shutoff protocols are designed into
the systems to protect utility
workers. This has boosted the
appeal of battery-based energy
storage and software systems
that can harness the sunlight
and store it for later use.
The Public Safety Power Shutoffs were put in place to mitigate wildfire risks that could
be caused by sparking power
transmission lines when high
winds and dry conditions create dangerous circumstances.
The state of California recently earmarked $675 million
under a new round of its Self
Generation Incentive Program

(SGIP), one of the
first state-level incentives for battery energy storage
in the country. The
program—which
now has a cumulative historic value of over $1
billion—has helped California
lead the nation in residential
energy storage. The SGIP Equity Resilience incentive program could essentially offset
the entire cost of a battery storage system by providing up to
$1/watt of backup power for
qualified homeowners.
Hurricanes on the Atlantic and
Gulf coasts also have inspired
many homeowners to consider

battery storage as an addition
to their solar power systems
or to add natural gas or propane-powered home backup
generators in place of or in addition to the solar assets. This
demand has helped backup
generator giant Generac move
into the clean energy arena
with its PWRcell Storage System, which is considered an
ideal solution for resilience to
utility grid outages and a way
to significantly lower energy

The PWRcell storage system
is an all-in-one platform that
offers 8 kilowatts of continuous power and a 10 kW surge
capacity to start heavy loads
such as 2-ton air conditioners
and well pumps, but what sets
this apart from other options is
its ability to scale up to 17.1
kW of usable capacity. The
system is equipped with an
energy monitoring technology
called PWRview, which offers
smart device linkage to track
household energy consumption, monitor battery usage
and track energy spending and
savings.
Such residential clean energy
solutions bring smart home energy storage and management
into the mainstream for homeowners, cutting energy costs
and providing protection from
electric utility disruptions. As
a result, people have more options when deciding where to
get their power.
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Caregivers

‘Lay Down (Candles in the Rain)’

Continued from page 13

MBA, Realtor

Seniors List for as low as 1%

Planes of
Fame Air
Museum
Continued from page 9

the Wright Flyer to the space
age Apollo Capsule. We house
over 150 Aircraft and displays.
Many of the Aircraft are flyable, including the P-51 Mustang, F4U Corsair, P-47 Thunderbolt, P-40 Warhawk, B-25
Mitchell, P-38 Lightning, F-86
Sabre & Russian Mig 15.
Our Mission is to preserve aviation history, inspire interest
in aviation, educate the public,
and honor aviation pioneers
and veterans.
We are a non profit 501 (c)(3)
organization that has grown
for the past 57 years through
donations. We receive no monies from the government.
For more info please visit:
www.planesoffame.org
Planes of Fame Air Museum
7000 Merrill Avenue #17, Chino, CA 91710
Tel - 909-597-3722
Fax - 909-597-4755
www.planesoffame.org

carrier deems unsafe because
of an unrestrained dog. When
service is interrupted at an
address or neighborhood, all
parties involved will have to
pick up mail at their local Post
Office. Service will be restored
once assurance has been given
that the animal will be confined
during regular delivery hours.
• Tracking: Dog owners
who have access to postal
notification features such
as
Informed
Delivery
(informeddelivery.usps.com)
for letter mail and package
tracking are urged to use this
as a way to gauge when the
carrier is on the way and to
ensure the dog is properly
restrained.
Expecting
a
postal package delivery on
Sunday? Postal officials urge
dog owners to restrain their
animals on Sundays as well, as
more residences are receiving
deliveries throughout the
weekend.

Healthful Food
Continued from page 14

and primary ingredients in
any Veggies Made Great item,
and all are free of gluten, soy,
peanuts and dairy. Available
in the freezer section, each is
individually wrapped and can
be quickly and easily heated
in the oven or microwave. It’s
an easy and tasty way to have
veggie-driven nutrition on the
menu every day.
You can find them at www.
TheHealthfoodStore.com and
locate retailers at www.VeggiesMadeGreat.com
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Melanie
By Randal C. Hill
Melanie (full name Melanie
Anne Safka) began her performing career as a folk singer in such hip Big Apple coffeehouses as the Café Wha?
Later, at the Brill Building
— the New York music-world
hotspot — she met record producer Peter Schekeryk, her
future manager and husband.
With his connections, Melanie
recorded a demo (demonstra-

Finally, someone said to her,
“You’re next.”

tion record) called “Beautiful

Before long, the vast hillside

People,” a haunting original
ballad that earned her some
airplay on New York’s underground radio kingpin, WNEWFM. (“I became a little bit of a
buzz in the industry.”)
That “little bit of buzz” would
explode into an overpowering roar in 1969 after the little-known artist signed to
perform at the Woodstock festival, the biggest concert event
in history.

Moments later, Melanie bravely launched into her seven-song set while many of the
drenched attendees there tried
to negate the gloom by lighting
candles, thousands of which
were dispensed by Woodstock
emcee Wavy Gravy (formerly
known as poet Hugh Romney).
at the concert site was aglow,
countless lights blooming and
shooing away the darkness.
Melanie later wanted to commemorate the candle-lighting
ceremony and created “Lay
Down (Candles in the Rain)”
the next year to honor the
milestone event. She recorded the future hit with Buddah
Records-labelmates the Edwin
Hawkins Singers, whose dynamic “Oh Happy Day” had
been a worldwide smash two

“I had an out-of-body experience … and I wasn’t altered
by drugs,” Melanie recalled in
2019. “The terror kept building in me. The thought of me
performing in front of all those

years earlier. (They initially

people and that huge stage …
Then it started to rain, and I

She was young and attractive, but it was her histrionic

truly believed that everyone

emoting of her first hit 45 that

was going to get up and go

truly imprinted her name on

home. It’s raining. I’m free.

the music world. Her perfor-

I’ll go back to life as it was.”

mance drew comparisons to

balked about being Melanie’s
backup group and requested
top billing, which they were
never granted.)

that of Blues-based (and highBut life for her would never be
as it was before Woodstock.

ly regarded) fellow Woodstock
performer Janis Joplin.

In “Lay Down (Candles in the
Rain),” Melanie’s lyrics of
collective spirituality included
such lines as:
So, raise the candles high
‘Cause if you don’t, we could
stay black against the sky
Oh, oh, raise them higher
again
And if you do, we could stay
dry against the rain
“I would think only 1 percent
of that audience knew anything about me before I went
on that stage,” she told songfacts.com. “I instantly resonated with 500,000 people at that
one moment,” Melanie claims
with confidence. “I walked on
the stage an unknown person
and walked off a celebrity.”
“Lay Down (Candles in the
Rain” became a Top 10 winner and paved the way for five
more Melanie hit singles, including “Peace Will Come,”
“Ring the Living Bell” and
her lone No. 1 winner, “Brand
New Key.”
Bibliography
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Shannon, Bob, and John Javna. Behind
the Hits: Inside Stories of Classic Pop and
Rock and Roll. New York: Warner Books,
Inc., 1986.
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Fekadu, Mesfin. “Melanie Recalls Woodstock Concert and Not Being Paid for It.”
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Health News

Three Ways to Relieve Arthritis Pain
Also helpful are hot and cold
compresses. Heat is good for
joint stiffness and cold compresses can ease joint pain. Just
remember, don’t apply heat to
a joint that’s already hot. If

by Dr. Bob Arnot
Over the course of my career
as a physician, chief medical
correspondent and war correspondent, I’ve been exposed
to a wide variety of pain management drugs and approaches. One thing I’ve seen is that
the United States is much
more reliant on taking pills
for pain than the rest of the
world, where topical analgesics, physical therapy and other approaches are more widely
used.
A problem with pills is that
many of them come with side
effects that can be severe, especially if the medications are
used in greater quantities or
for longer than they’re supposed to be. That’s one reason for back, muscle and joint
pains, I believe it’s best to start
with topicals. What’s more,
the Centers for Disease Control, the American College of
Rheumatology and other medical experts agree it’s a safer
approach.
Fortunately, if you are an arthritis sufferer and want effective relief, there are two topicals that are FDA approved the
same way Ibuprofen, Naproxen Sodium and other prescription pain medicines have
been through the demanding
new drug application process.
While both help relieve arthritis pain, it is important to know
the differences between Salonpas Pain Relief Patch Large
and Voltaren Arthritis Pain gel.

you feel a burning sensation in
your joint, cool it with the cold
compresses.
Salonpas Pain Relief Patch
Large was the 1st topical approved by the FDA and provides relief for up to 12 hours.
It begins to work in one hour
and can provide clinically
meaningful pain relief in the
first day. Since it is a patch, the
medicine is pre-measured and
easy to apply. Not only does
this patch help relieve arthritis pain, but it also works for
back, muscle and joint pain as
well.
On the other hand, Voltaren
Arthritis Pain gel is not labeled for immediate relief and
may take up to 7 days to help
achieve relief. To apply this
gel, you must first measure out
an amount based on a dosing
card. Voltaren is effective for
up to 6 hours and should only
be used for arthritis pain.
In addition to topical relief,
joint and muscle pain can be
treated with physical therapy.
It can keep stiff joints from
getting stiffer, reduce strain on
joints during daily activities
and help you get back to normal life without pain or difficulty.

• Dr. Arnot is board certified
in internal medicine and an
award-winning journalist, author of twelve books on nutrition and health and host of
the Dr. Danger reality TV series. You can find more helpful healthcare and pain relief
information from Dr. Arnot at
https://us.hisamitsu/.
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Health Matters

New Energy Storage
Technologies to Support
Renewables Post COVID-19

Cleaner air can improve public
health, maybe even save lives.
Fortunately, renewable energy
resources—wind, sun, hydropower and the like—are now
producing more electricity
than coal. That’s where innovative energy storage solutions
come in. They help create a
cleaner world, encouraging
investment into clean, green,
renewable energy. To help, engineers and policymakers are
increasingly turning their attention to energy storage solutions. New bi-partisan efforts
in states such as New York and
the Trump administration are
in alignment to support new
energy storage technologies
that drastically improve the
economics of wind and solar
projects.

Zinc8 Energy Solutions engineer
working on energy storage system
at lab

vide many ways to manage
the power supply for a more
resilient energy infrastructure,
and bring cost savings to utilities and consumers. Batteries
allow the use of electricity
whenever it’s needed, not only
when it’s generated. However,
traditional battery economics and performance have not
proved helpful as utilities look
to increase renewable penetration through long-duration energy storage.

The global rise in electricity
generation from renewable
sources has led to increased
demand for advanced batteries that can be used to firm up
this intermittent supply. This
requirement is particularly
important in areas where grid
connections may be tenuous,
unreliable or even non-existent. Additional demand for
advanced batteries is presented by grid applications such
as peak-shifting and Transmis-

The Problem
One of the challenges to growing a North American energy
storage industry, however, has
been a dependency on a supply chain of hardware components, metals and chemicals,
many of which come from outside North America. As well,

sion and Distribution (T&D)

An Answer
Those same risks do not apply to zinc-air batteries. Zinc
is abundant and inexpensive,

capital deferral.
Energy storage systems pro-

metals such as lithium and vanadium used in some batteries
are impacted by price volatility and security of supply.

with a significant North American supply. Its chemistry is
robust and safe. A zinc-air
battery has decoupled energy
and power, making it one of
the lowest-cost long-duration
battery storage solutions available.
A safer, cleaner future requires
less polluted air which means
replacement of carbon-based
power generation with renewable, sustainable sources
of electricity. Long-duration,
low-cost energy storage systems such as zinc-air will be
a key driver to a quicker path
towards a greener future. A
“bet” on energy storage is a
wager that will deliver a cleaner planet that will thrive for
current and future generations,
suggests Ron MacDonald,
president and CEO of Zinc8
Energy Solutions, the leader
in zinc-air battery technology,
a unique flow battery technology using zinc and air as fuel.
Learn more
You can find further facts
and stats on energy storage at
www.zinc8energy.com.
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Clipping Services
By Robert E. Horseman, DDS
If you consider that the most
note-worthy thing you’ve done
so far in your life was to wean
successfully, the term Clipping
Service means little to you. But
to celebrities of every stripe,
their clipping service provides
the tangible proof they need
on a daily basis that their existence and importance in this
world is not to be denied.
Every time Madonna’s, say, or
Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s names
appears in print anywhere in
the world, whether it’s newspapers, magazines, cereal boxes or milk cartons, a clipping
service somewhere busies itself cutting out the reference
and assembling the collected
verbiage for their client.
That’s how it’s done; you subscribe to the service, it scans
printed material looking for
your name, then collects and
forwards the stuff to you. You
can then use it for whatever
purpose you like. A bale of
clippings can boost your morale, convince somebody who
needs convincing that you’re
the luminary you claim to be
and pad out your resume or
paper your bathroom. Genuine
celebrities whose names are
legend and are mentioned almost daily in a thousand plac-

Clipping services not only
cater to individuals, but to
groups or categories as well.
For example, Eskimos who
are into quilt-making could
undoubtedly subscribe and
collect all references to Eskimo quilt-making providing
the service was paid for in
U.S. dollars, not frozen fish.
There’s even a clipping service
for the category of dentists.
These dental clips are usually
little tidbits useful for inserting
at the end of columns where
the text of the feature article
doesn’t quite reach the end of
the page. These are enjoyed
by people with short attention
spans and double-digit IQs.
Here are some gleanings from
this month’s clippings:
• NEGATIVE RESULTS: Dentist Serge Hiliter of Laverne,
Nebraska recently displayed
14,902 dental x-rays he had
collected over the years, none
of which he could identify. “If
you don’t put a name on ‘em
right away,” he explained, “af-

es can probably eschew this
ego-massaging, but to a wannabe on the way up, it’s heady

ter a couple of years they all

stuff, a confirmation of their

stop by and attempt to pick out

elevation from obscurity.

their own films

begin to look the same.” Laverne residents were invited to

• EXODONTIA, SEXODONTIA: During the
course of his forty-eight
year dental practice in
Calcutta, Dr. Krishna
Bhatty collected nearly four tons of extracted
teeth. These were becoming a serious storage problem
until he conceived the idea of
suggesting to news media that
once ground up into a powder,
the teeth had certain medicinal properties, not the least
of which was an aphrodisiac.
Within 24 hours, the entire lot
had been stolen.
• WAIT WATCHERS: Due to a
loophole in state law, patients
missing five or more appointments in Georgia cannot be
prosecuted. This is considered
double jeopardy inasmuch as
they are already eligible for
the death penalty for being
more than fifteen minutes late
for appointments.
• AND NOTHING BUT THE
TOOTH: Residents of the vegetarian commune of Nomeat,
Alaska have voted to relax the
requirement that law enforcement officers must have at
least two opposing teeth to be
eligible for employment. Town
Council members pointed out
that since the main diet of the
commune consisted of tofu
and creamed turnips, anything
in excess of one tooth could be
considered redundant.
Continued on page 26
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Credit Union Aids Local
Homeless Organization
American First Credit
Union (AFCU) donated
various supplies to Mary’s
Kitchen to aid the homeless population in Orange
County.
COVID-19 has changed
how so many businesses operate, including
non-profits like Mary’s
Kitchen who have been
serving meals to Orange
County’s homeless population singe 1984 and are
100% funded through private
donations. When we heard
they were in need of basic supplies like one-time use trays
and silverware, our Caring
First team rushed to purchase
and donate them to our community partners.
The Credit Union purchased
containers, utensils, and other necessary supplies to help
ensure the organization could
continually provide and support the community with fresh,
clean materials amidst COVID
19.
“It was a humbling experience
to deliver supplies for our most
vulnerable population, especially when one of them is an
existing member,” said Andrea
Reyes, Senior Business Development Account Executive of
American First.
Mary’s Kitchen is open Monday though Saturday, serving
over 200 homeless individuals
in need every day. AFCU has
continually supported their

Associates Barbara H. and Andrea R. bringing supplies to
Mary’s Kitchen

mission by donating funds,
supplies, and our time.
About American First Credit
Union
American First Credit Union is
a member-owned, full-service
financial cooperative established in 1952. Originally the
credit union for grocery store
workers, AFCU now serves
more than 38,000 members.
We welcome individuals who
live, work, worship, or attend
school in the Orange, Riverside, or San Bernardino Counties and 14 nearby qualifying
cities. To learn more about
American First Credit Union,
call 800-290-1112, visit www.
amerfirst.org or follow us on
Facebook.
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July Book Club
on Crete, knowing
she has not been
back there since
the war.

Summer reading may be one
of the most enjoyable past
times next to swimming, tennis, golf, and other seasonal
sports. Check out these new
books to download to your
eReader or head over to your
local bookstore and pick up a
hard copy.

The Girl Under the
Olive Tree
By Leah Fleming

“Penelope George
— formerly Giorgidiou — is
reluctant to go but is persuaded by the fact it is the 60th
anniversary of the battle. It is
time for her to return and make
the journey she never thought
she would dare to. On the outward voyage from Athens, she
relives her experiences in the
city from her early years as a
trainee nurse to those last dark
days stranded on the island,
the last female foreigner.
“When word spreads of her
visit, and old Cretan friends
and family come to greet her,
Lois and Alex are caught up
in her epic pilgrimage and the
journey which leads her to a
reunion with the friend she
thought she had lost forever
— and the truth behind a secret buried deep in the past ...,”
according to Publisher Simon
& Shuster UK.

“May 1941 and the island of
Crete is invaded by paratroopers from the air. After a lengthy
fight, thousands of British and
Commonwealth soldiers are
forced to take to the hills or
become escaping POWs, sheltered by the Cretan villagers.
“Sixty years later, Lois West
and her young son, Alex, invite
feisty Great Aunt Pen to a special 85th birthday celebration

The Postcard
Leah Fleming
“How far will one-woman
journey to uncover a long-lost
family secret?
“1930s, London. Having
grown up on a secluded Scottish estate with her aunt Phoebe, Caroline is shocked to discover that Phoebe is her mother
and flees to Egypt in rebellion.
Quickly finding herself in an

When they arrived, they found
a healthy 10-month-old happily cooing in her crib in the
bedroom. Downstairs in the
kitchen lay three dead bodies,
all dressed in black, next to a
hastily scrawled note. And the
four other children reported
to live at Cheyne Walk were
gone,” according to Publisher
Atria Books.

unhappy marriage, Caroline
has an affair with an old flame,
but soon finds herself pregnant
with his child. With her personal life in tatters and WWII
approaching, she volunteers
to smuggle valuable information into Europe for the British
government. But when Caroline finally returns from war,
her baby is gone. Will she be
able to track him down?
“2002, Australia. When Melissa discovers a postcard addressed to ‘Desmond’ among
her recently deceased father’s
effects, she is determined to
discover this person’s identity
and his relationship with her
father. She embarks on a journey that will take her across
oceans to discover more about
her family’s past . . .” according to Publisher Simon &
Schuster UK

The Family Upstairs
A Novel
By Lisa Jewel

State of the Union
A Thriller
Book No. 3 of
The Scot Harvath Series
By Brad Thor

“Be careful who you let in.
“Soon after her 25th birthday,
Libby Jones returns home
from work to find the letter she
has been waiting for her entire
life. She rips it open with one
driving thought: I am finally
going to know who I am.
“She soon learns not only the
identity of her birth parents
but also that she is the sole
inheritor of their abandoned
mansion on the banks of the
Thames in London’s fashionable Chelsea neighborhood,
worth millions. Everything in
Libby’s life is about to change.
But what she can’t possibly
know is that others have been
waiting for this day as well —
and she is on a collision course
to meet them.
“Twenty-five years ago, police
were called to 16 Cheyne Walk
with reports of a baby crying.

“America’s worst nightmare
has just become a brutal reality. The most unlikely terrorist enemy of all now holds
a knife against the country’s
throat. With both diplomatic and conventional military
options swept from the table,
the president calls upon Navy
SEAL turned Secret Service
agent, Scot Harvath, to disable a brilliantly orchestrated
conspiracy intended to bring
Continued on page 29
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Dreams of Special Places: Summerlin Sizzles

Welcome to JW Marriott

Embracing the best of Las Vegas, Summerlin sits at the base
of the Red Rock Canyon and
the Spring Mountain Range
and is close to the energy and
fantasy of The Strip -- but not
that close.
The affluent master-planned
community, 15 miles northwest of downtown Las Vegas,
mingles the flavors and lifestyle of a welcome respite for
those who want to relax and
enjoy the beauty of the Nevada desert.
The elegant family friendly
JW Marriott Las Vegas Resort
& Spa, the proverbial private

oasis in the middle of the desert, makes a great home base.
A destination, the resort nestles among 22-acres of lush
gardens, waterways, and towering palm trees.
The 548 luxury guest rooms
and suites (up to 2,000 square
feet) in the Spa Tower and the
Palm Towers have oversized
marble bathrooms equipped
with whirlpool bathtubs and
separate showers. They all offer stunning views of the Red
Rock Canyon to the west, and
the glittering lights of The
Strip to the east. Be prepared
to be indulged and your every
whim catered to.

The ultimate in relaxation and
pampering takes place in the
resort’s Spa Aquae built on
the foundation of ancient hydrotherapy wisdom and water’s healing power. Soothing
to the body, mind, and spirit,
are a myriad of body and facial treatments, massage techniques, aromatherapy, and
loofah scrubs. After your
treatment there are whirlpools,
cascading waterfall showers,
and outdoor hydrotherapy
pool, to top off your wonderful
experience. Fitness enthusiasts
can utilize cardiovascular and
weight training activities, and
an aerobics studio.
Sun worshippers will love
lounging by the grass-edged
pool with a cascading tropical
waterfall. Private poolside cabanas provide shelter from the
desert sun and a relaxing retreat to enjoy a light lunch or
sip tropical libations.
Golfing is available on one
of the 11 championship golf
courses located within a short
drive of the resort. The reservation desk arranges tee times
and golfing needs for the golf
enthusiasts.

Story by Ronnie Greenberg • Photos by Joe Hilbers

JW Marriott LV Resort & Spa

is the favorite restaurant of the
guests and locals and is open
for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
Jade Asian Kitchen & Noodles
is great for a flavorful journey
through the Asian cuisines.
There is traditional dining, a
Noodle Bar, a Sushi bar, but
the Teppanyaki table will awe
you with the choreography
of the chefs that prepare your
meal.

sine. There is an impressive
wine menu.
Clubhouse Deli for those on
the go specializes in subs,
burgers, hot dogs, salads,
sandwiches, and more.
Try the Waterside Grill for
light American fare and creative cocktails, overlooking
the scenic outdoor pool.
The Earl Grey Cafe overlooking the Rampart Casino serves

On-site Dining
Eating well is always a favorite pastime on vacation, and
the resort provides an epicurean adventure with a variety
of dining options from a quick
casual meal to an elegant dining experience.

Hawthorn Grill

Hawthorn Grill in the Spa
Towers serving American fare

Pueblo Park

Spiedini Ristorante, a romantic chic Italian eatery lets you
escape to the old country, specializing in classic Milanese
and urban Italian regional cui-

international cuisine and is
open 24 hours.
Bringing you “back to Vegas”
Continued on page 23
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Dreams of Special Places: Summerlin Sizzles
continued

The highest concrete dam and
engineering marvel stands 736
feet high, 1,244 feet wide at
its crest, and is 660 feet thick
at its base. For information
and tours of Hoover Dam visit
www.hooverdam.com

Lake Mead National
Reservation Area
Golf Course JW Marriott LV

the Rampart Casino offers all
the pizzazz of a Las Vegas
Strip casino with 1,200 slot
machines and 40 gaming tables to try your luck. If shopping “is your bag,” stroll and
shop the unique shops and
boutiques at the resort’s indoor
promenade. For a wider range
of shopping, complimentary
buses are available to shuttle
guests to and from the Fashion
Show Mall on The Strip.
J.W. Marriott Las Vegas Resort
& Spa is located at 221 North
Rampart Blvd. in Summerlin,
just 15 miles northwest of the
Las Vegas Strip. For reservations phone (702) 869-7777 or
www.marriott.com

The first stop on the road and
the most popular on the loop
is the Calico Hills where the
rocks transform from pink to
red. The information on the
sign reads “Sand Dunes Frozen in Time.” The Canyon is
also popular for rock climbing
on some of the country’s most
challenging shallow peaks.
For guided naturalist tours, as
well as maps and brochures,
be sure and stop at the Visitors
Center. For information, visit
www. desertusa.com/redrock.

Attractions Close By
Hoover Dam and Lake Mead
once hailed on completion
as the “Eighth Wonder of the
World” should not be missed.

The Colorado River is dammed
on both sides of the Grand
Canyon to form two huge artificial lakes. Lake Powell in
Utah and Lake Mead on the
Arizona/Nevada border. This
project began in 1935 following the completion of Boulder
Dam later renamed Hoover
Dam. The construction of the
Dam prompted the legalization
of gambling and contributed to
the growth of Las Vegas.
The Hoover Dam Museum
housed in the historic Boulder
Dam Hotel built in 1933 to
originally house the dignitaries that came to visit, has artifacts preserved from the dam’s
construction. Featured are 3-D
interactive hands-on exhibits telling the human story of

The Great Outdoors
At Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Park drive
the 13-mile scenic loop that
others opt for hiking or biking
through the landscape created from a complex history of
marine and prehistoric dune
deposits and subsequent erosion. It is only one of 16 acres
of public land in the United
States with that distinction.

Tower at JW Marriott LV

history’s greatest construction
project, including a 20-minute
film. For additional information, visit www.bcmha.org
Also, Pueblo Park, a 68-acre
linear park built in 1992,
winds through the Pueblo Village. It provides miles of uninterrupted scenery for walkers,
joggers, and skaters. Featuring
a desert interpretive garden,
and several nature trails, it is
considered one of the most
beautiful desert areas in the
Las Vegas Valley.

Getting There
Summerlin is just 20 minutes
northwest of the Las Vegas
Strip and 25 minutes from McCarran International Airport.
From McCarran take Interstate
15 North to I-95 North. Exit
Summerlin Parkway.
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Farm Topics

Early Treatment Key to
Managing Seasonal
Diseases In Cattle
Two of the more common
production-impacting health
issues cattlemen see in their
herds this time of year are foot
rot and pinkeye. Left untreated, each can lead to more serious, chronic health problems.
Foot rot, pinkeye and other
common cattle ailments are
highly dependent on pasture,
weather and other conditions.
Foot rot is more problematic
when cattle are kept in wet,
muddy and manure-heavy
lots. Caused by the Fusobacterium Necrophorum bacteria,
symptoms include swelling
and inflammation between the
toes, resulting in lameness and
reluctance to walk.
Pinkeye is a highly infectious
eye condition that can affect
cattle of all ages, often on
tall-grass pastures and in environmental situations that can
irritate the eye. Flies are a major irritant and vector for the
disease, so controlling them
and other sources of irritant is
critical. Delayed treatment of

Cattle can be susceptible to infections such as pinkeye and foot rot
but cattlemen know what to do

pinkeye can result in loss of
the eye, reduced performance
and a less marketable animal.
Fortunately, with timely surveillance and treatment, these
infections, along with other
diseases, can be easily and
cost-effectively managed by
producers with a non-prescription injectable product
such as Noromycin 300 LA, a
highly concentrated, low-dose,
fast-acting formulation of oxytetracycline. Effectively used
by cattlemen for many years,
it is widely available through
most farm and veterinary supply companies.
Learn more at www.norbrook.
com.
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Health Awareness

COVID-19 Can Cause Kidney Injury,
Yet Most Americans Don’t Know It
According to a recent Harris
Poll, too many people don’t
know all they should about
the dangers of coronavirus—
particularly how it can affect
the kidneys.
COVID-19, it seems, attacks
more than just the lungs.
In the new National Kidney
Foundation-Harris Poll Survey
on COVID-19 and Kidney
Health, the findings show low
levels of awareness on both
the risk of developing an acute
kidney injury as a result of
COVID-19 and of the longterm effects of kidney damage.
“A significant number of
patients going into the hospital
to be treated for COVID-19 are
coming out as kidney patients,”
said Kevin Longino, CEO,
National Kidney Foundation
and a kidney transplant patient
himself. “We believe this may
be a looming healthcare crisis
that will put a greater strain on
hospitals, dialysis clinics and
patients, for whom chronic
kidney disease will be a lasting
remnant of the coronavirus
crisis—even after a vaccine is,
hopefully, found.”
Acute kidney injury
Acute kidney injury (AKI) is
a sudden episode of kidney
failure or kidney damage
that happens within a few
hours or a few days, and is
happening in about 15 percent
of all hospitalized coronavirus

of kidney disease, and
significantly
increased
funding
for
kidney
research
because
of
kidney-related illness from
COVID-19.
Most Americans don’t know it, but
the coronavirus can hurt patients’
kidneys as well as their lungs

More poll results

patients, many of whom now
need dialysis.

The poll also found:

If a patient ends up in the
intensive care unit (ICU) their
odds worsen; reports indicate
that one in five intensivecare patients have lost kidney
function. COVID-19 will
likely result in a higher
number of Americans with
chronic kidney disease and/
or kidney failure than before
the pandemic. Once kidneys
fail, dialysis or a transplant is
needed to survive.
Hospital shortages
Hospitals aren’t prepared for
the expected increase of kidney
patients. In hot spots of the
outbreak there are shortages of
dialysis equipment, supplies
and nurses properly trained
to administer dialysis in
the ICU. Most Americans,
according to the Harris Poll,
are concerned and want the
federal government to step in.
Further, the Harris Poll found
that the vast majority of
Americans want the federal
government to provide more
resources toward diagnosis,
prevention,

and

treatment

• Only 17 percent Americans
are aware of acute kidney
injury as a result of COVID-19;
• Only 46 percent of Americans
are aware that COVID-19 will
likely increase the number
of Americans with chronic
kidney disease or kidney
failure;
• 58 percent of Americans are
aware that COVID-19 can
cause acute respiratory failure;
• 54 percent know it can cause
pneumonia;
• 52 percent of those surveyed
know COVID-19 can cause
acute respiratory distress
syndrome.
Learn More
Additional information about
COVID-19 and how it affects
kidneys can be found at www.
kidney.org/coronavirus.
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News of Books

A Fantastic Collection
of Science Fiction

Aspiring writers and artists
can find inspiration and a
forum and sci-fi/fantasy
lovers a good time in the
latest volume of L. Ron
Hubbard’s Writers & Illustrators of the Future Contests and anthology.

About The Contest
Free to enter, open to all
speculative fiction writers and
artists, the two contests were
created by famed author L.
Ron Hubbard and funded by
his estate. The judges, mostly professional writers, artists
and educators, see only the
story or artwork and a number,
so every entry has the same
chance of winning regardless
of race, color, creed, nationality, sex or anything else. Entries have come from over 175
countries—but no other planet
as far as is known.
About The Book
Volume 36 is now in bookstores in the U.S. and online
globally. According to Gary
Roen, senior reviewer of
the Midwest Book Review,
“‘Writers of the Future’ is the
gold standard of emerging talent in the field of science fiction fantasy and has contributed more to the genre than any
other source.” In this volume,
he added, the lavish artwork
spawned a short story by an
established author instead of
one of the newer writers and
there are several tales by other famous authors, including
Hubbard himself.

The wishes of anyone looking for
a great sci-fi/fantasy read, can be
fulfilled by a new anthology

Learn More
For further facts or to enter the
contests, visit www.writersofthefuture.com and www.galaxypress.com.

Clipping
Services

Continued from page 19
• AND DOT’S DOT: The Eastman Kodak Company of Rochester, NY has been unsuccessful in its attempt to mediate a
crisis with its dental x-ray customers. Particularly irate is a
growing group throughout the
continental United States that
insists films should be viewed
with the “dimple” toward the
viewer. Equally adamant is a
somewhat larger contingent
arguing that the dimple be
viewed away from the viewer.
Eastman’s compromise offer
to eliminate the dimple altogether pleased neither camp.
• POLARIZATION HARD
TO BEAR: Pedodontist Angela Papadailisch of Churchill, Manitoba has an unusual
problem and has appealed to
the Canadian Department of
Health Services for relief.
Dr. Papadailish’s shingle plain-

JULY 2020

ly states that her practice is
limited to children, teenagers,
young adults and people. But
every year during the annual
polar bear migration passing
through Churchill to the Hudson Bay she has a busyness
problem of mean proportions.
It seems that the bears are continually breaking their teeth
while foraging among the garbage cans and dumpsters on
the edge of town.
Animal rights activists have
pressured the Churchill dentist
to treat these ursine emergencies, but Coca Cola, which has
a contract with many of the
bears to star in their commercials, refuses to pay for any
restorative or even palliative
treatment. The Canadian National Health Plan denies responsibility and the citizens of
Churchill refuse to come outdoors to discuss the matter
SENATE DEMANDS RECALL: A study just concluded
by Johns Hopkins indicates
that teeth are a huge genetic
mistake and are on their way
out. Evolution will eventually do away with teeth entirely, the study reports, much as
human tails have disappeared.
Researchers whose investment
portfolios were heavily loaded
with dental hygiene products
have been quietly dumping
their holdings except for dental adhesives which are seeing
a bull market.
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Understanding Our Environment

Keep Calm and Don’t Bug Out
About the Asian Giant Hornet

by Dick Rogers, principal scientist and entomologist, Bayer
Bee Care Program

hornet that is established
in our country, the European hornet, has been around
since the late 1800s.

Scientific information can ease
the fears of many people concerned about the arrival of the
Asian giant hornet in the United States.
What do we know?
Hornets are found in many
parts of the world and play a
vital role in the balance of natural ecosystems through pollination, biodiversity and natural pest control. Unfortunately
dubbed the “murder hornet,”
the Asian giant hornet (AGH),
the world’s largest, was sighted for the first time in the United States in December 2019.
Who (or what) is at risk?
While the AGH is large in size
and has a big sting compared
to other h ornets, it is typically not aggressive with humans
(Whew! That’s a relief). As
always, those allergic to bee
or wasp stings should practice
caution and avoid contact with
hornets in general.

44 Years of Experience

Highest Avvo rating - 10.0 out of 10.0
Selected by peers as “Super Lawyer”
2007 - 2013 and 2015 - 2020

(213) 626-1881 • 1-(800) 699-1881 • (818) 760-9880

However, the AGH can pose a
risk to honey bee colonies because it feeds on large insects,
including wasps and bees. So
far, they’ve only appeared in
the northwest part of the United States, and monitoring efforts by the Washington State
Department of Agriculture
(WSDA) are underway to better understand these hornets

How can we help protect
the bees?
It’s not only researchers
and entomologists who can
help protect honeybees.
Everyone can support bees
by getting outside to plant
pollinator-friendly gardens
or flowers.
and help educate beekeepers
on how to protect their colonies.
On top of this, our team at
Bayer is taking action by organizing a first detection trapping program in North Carolina and Missouri, which will be
deployed in early July. We will
then share our results with the
WSDA at the end of the season. While we do not expect to
catch any AGH this year, early
detection is key to an effective
eradication effort if needed.
You can be confident that
the early introduction of the
AGH in the United States
and Canada is being closely
monitored by professionals
who have management plans
in place should there be any
future sightings. There’s no
need to worry about catching
a glimpse of these hornets in
your yards or gardens, as they
are not yet established in the
United States. In fact, the only

As pollinators play a vital role
in our ecosystem, crop production and biodiversity, I recommend you stay calm and keep
gardening to provide your
fuzzy friends with the flowers
and habitat they need to thrive.
Learn more about how to plant
pollinator-friendly
gardens
that help bees, monarchs and
other important pollinators by
visiting https://beehealth.bayer.us/home.
Dick Rogers has been a professional entomologist for
more than four decades and
has been keeping and studying bees for over 40 years.
He joined the Bayer Bee Care
Program in 2009.
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Movie Preview
By Randal C. Hill

The original “Mulan,” released 22 summers ago, featured remarkable animation,
well-defined characters, and
a memorable soundtrack. It
became a runaway box-office
success and raked in $300 million worldwide.
And now, “Mulan” is back.
Disney’s
long-anticipated
live-action remake, starring
Liu Yifel as the bolder-thanbold female warrior Hua Mulan, pays proper homage to
the original 1998 classic but
arrives now sans musical numbers and two favorite characters — the dragon Mushu, and
Hua’s commanding officer —
and love interest — Li Shang.
(With Li Shang, Disney has
split one character into two
separate new ones: Commander Tung, Hua’s surrogate father and mentor, and Hongui,
her fellow soldier and eventual
lover.)
Tzi Ma, who plays Hua’s father, opines, “This is not a
remake of the animation, so
that would probably be disappointing for some people out
there because the animation
was so well-received. [But] I
believe this live-action film is
superior … because of leadership. Niki Caro is the director.
She’s bringing in this woman’s
point of view, which it needs
to [have] because this movie is
about a woman warrior.”

‘Mulan’

And what a warrior she is!
In this updated version of
“Mulan,” the emperor of
China decrees that one male
member of each family must
serve in the Imperial Chinese
Army to ward off the invading
Huns. Hua, who is the eldest
daughter of an honored but
elderly warrior, bravely steps
in after disguising herself as
a man called Hua Jum to take
the place of her elderly father.
While always focused, spirited, and determined, Hua is
constantly called on to harness
her innermost strength and utilize her maximum potential
in the man’s world where she
finds herself for a dozen angstfilled years.
The 2020 “Mulan” — a budget-busting $200 million epic
— is less stereotypical than
many traditional Chinese folk
tales and is being hailed by
many critics as the best Disney
live-action remake since “Cinderella.” It is also an offering
that enthusiastically celebrates
female empowerment more
than did the original. This
“Mulan” is absorbing, richly
textured, exciting, gorgeously vibrant and emotional, and
the engaging story that unfolds
also includes humor and heart
as well as jaw-dropping action,
as Hua, besides being brave
and strong, is a master of the
martial arts.

“Mulan” also co-stars Jet Li,
Donnie Yen, Jason Scott Lee,
Yoson An and Gong Li. While
it is not a musical this time
around, there are subtle nods
to many of the songs in the
original.
The fierce battle and moderately “steamy” romance scenes
no doubt contributed to the
film’s PG-13 rating. “Mulan”
releases in July.

July
Book Club
Continued from page 21

the United States to its knees.
Teamed with beautiful Russian
Intelligence agent Alexandra
Ivanova and a highly trained
CIA paramilitary detachment,
Harvath embarks on an adrenaline-fueled search that spans
the world—and leads to a
final, deadly showdown on
American soil, with a lethal
and sinister enemy from the
past,” according to Publisher
Atria/Emily Bestler Books.
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Fabulous Fruit

Go FIGure! New Ways to Enjoy Figs

A marvelous enhancement to
almost any sweet or savory
dish, California Figs—either
fresh or dried—are a fruit not
to be missed. Figs make it easy
to be a better cook. So does a
new cookbook.

erated as soon as possible
and stored up to 7 days.

From healthy bites and filling
salads to creative pastas and
indulgent desserts, “California
Figs Cookbook: A Collection
of Recipes for Fig Lovers” is
full of tasty fig recipes filled
with appetizing ideas for using
California figs.

• No need to peel, just take
a bite and enjoy the colorful, sweet fruit inside.

Created by the California Fig
Advisory Board, an organization representing California’s
fig farmers, the cookbook features 62 recipes featuring fresh
and dried figs, and a foreword
with select recipes by James
Beard Award-winning chef
Robert Del Grande.
Recipes include delicious ways
to serve figs from breakfast,
lunch, and snack time to dinner and dessert, even in pizzas
and paninis—and a creative
twist for your plain yogurt.
Yogurt With California Figs
and Nut Butter
Serves 4
Preparation time: 10 minutes
2 cups plain or vanilla yogurt
½ cup peanut butter
16 California Dried Figs,
stems removed and minced
1 teaspoon cocoa powder
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1 teaspoon maple syrup
1 cup granola or muesli

• To prevent bruising, arrange figs in a single layer
on paper towels or on paper liners.

California fresh and dried figs
help you add color, flavor and
nutrition to many dishes. A new
cookbook shows you how

Add the yogurt and peanut
butter to a mixing bowl and
stir until smooth. Stir in the
figs, cocoa, vanilla and maple
syrup until all ingredients are
combined. Transfer to a serving dish and top with granola
or muesli before serving.
What You Need To Know
About Buying Fresh Figs
Here are seven helpful tips on
selecting and storing California Fresh Figs, available May−
November. California Dried
Figs are available year-round.
• Select plump, fragrant figs
that have a little “give” when
touched.
• The fruit should be soft and
yielding to the touch, but not
mushy.
• Figs are fragile and bruise
easily, so handle carefully.
• Fresh figs should be refrig-

• Fresh figs can be frozen.
Just clean and freeze in
a single layer on a baking sheet. Then, pack into
self-closing plastic bags and
store in the freezer for up to 6
months.
Figs Feature More Than Just
Good Taste
Nutritionists and dietitians
have long recognized the benefits of eating more fruits and
vegetables. The National Cancer Institute and others advise
that eating five or more servings of fruits and vegetables
daily helps to maintain health.
Fresh and dried figs fit right
into the “More Is Better”
menus from the Produce For
Better Health Foundation.
Figs are recognized as a good
source of dietary fiber. Just
three to five dried or fresh figs
provide 5 grams of total dietary fiber, 1.5 grams of which
is soluble fiber, the type of fiber linked to lowering blood
cholesterol and improving
blood sugar control.
Figs are an all-natural energy
Continued on page 32
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Busy Boomers
By Les Goldberg

The Adventures of the Deep Await
Scuba Diving: it’s easier than you think
If you are trying to figure out
how to spend your sunny summer days without worrying
about social- distancing or
wearing a stuffy cloth or plastic mask while outdoors, maybe you should consider scuba
diving.
Yes, you will still be wearing
a mask, but it will be only for
helping you experience the
beauty and wonder of ocean
life – up close and personal.
If you think the idea of swimming among the underwater
flora and fauna is only for the
young, think again. According to all medical and scuba
diving experts, the key requirement is good health. Barring
any heart, lung or other serious
ailments, the sport can actually
improve your body’s strength
and result in weight loss and
cardiovascular improvements.
So, assuming you are healthy,
fit and seeking a new adventure, the question now becomes: how and where do I
start?
Getting Certified
For those who are already
trained and certified for scuba diving, the world is your
oyster – so to speak. Finding
local diving centers with scuba excursions is just a Google
search away.

However, I am assuming that
most of you who are reading
this column do not have a clue
about the sport, but are anxious
to try something new in your
retirement, semi-retirement or
for weekend pleasure.
Using the same technology in
your personal computer, laptop, iPad or smartphone, you
will locate the diving centers
where trained instructors and
professional staff will guide
you through the entire process
of certification, buying the
proper equipment and finding
the best places to explore the
underwater world.
For instance, at Beach Cities
Scuba, located in Cypress,
Laguna Beach and five other
sites, you will learn the basics
in a swimming pool, and advance to such skills as using
spear guns, deep diving, res-

you with its world-class dive
club which provides full-service hosted dive trips to exotic locations such as Cozumel,
Indonesia and Fiji. Of course,
like most things that pleasure
us, money is a factor. Expect
to invest upward of $1,000 for
your wetsuit, fins, and other
necessary gear (do not forget
to buy an underwater camera),
plus instructional and boating fees and any travel costs.
Experts advise you to shop
around as prices vary.
In an article in “Diver Magazine” a few years ago, author
Jill Heinerth wrote about the
benefits of scuba diving for seniors:
“As I write this,’ she said, “I
am 88, I can no longer walk
a straight line due to a plentiful lack of balance, but I have
not yet subscribed to Pampers.
And, by the way, I am an active diver.
“So, what about the sea and
diving for us geezers? The
simple fact is that when you
drop into the sea with your
aqualung, all gravity is shuffled away. Balance is restored.
A flick of your fins and you
move through the aquatic
world as if on a magic carpet.

cue diving and shark therapy.
The company also can connect

“You may not be able to run
a marathon or play vigorous

singles tennis anymore, but
with your wits about you and
the ability to travel, you can
continue to explore and enjoy
diving.”
Heinerth reminds us that
during every dive trip there
are professionals right by your
side to help you navigate the
boat rides, the into and out of
the water and the handling of
your equipment.
In 1833, Alfred Lord Tennyson
wrote in his poem Ulysses:
“… How dull it is to pause, to
make an end,
To rust unburnished, not to
shine in use!
As though to breathe were
life!”

Through the
eyes of
someone with
advanced AMD.

The AMD Effect: Ruining Your
Granddaughter’s Ballet Recital
Age-related macular degeneration
(AMD) is the leading cause of blindness
in people 55 and older, and early
detection is key to saving your sight.
Don’t wait to notice the warning signs,
like blurry central vision or difficulty
seeing fine details.
Contact the Foundation Fighting
Blindness for a free info packet on
preventing and managing AMD.
888-345-2473
FightBlindness.org/AMDinfo
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Go FIGure!

Fire Safety

How to be Safe from Fires

Two in five people say
they’re more likely to win
the lottery than lose their
home in a fire, according
to a 2019 national American Red Cross survey.
Yet the odds of dying from
exposure to fire or smoke
(nearly 1 in 1,500) are greater
than winning the lottery (typically 1 in millions).
Because seven people die from
home fires each day in the U.S.,
the Red Cross is working with
community partners to prevent
deaths and injuries through its
Home Fire Campaign.
Everyday Actions Cause
Fires
In the survey, 96 percent of
U.S. adults said they’ve engaged in everyday activities
that can cause home fires. This
includes over 70 percent of
people who have left the kitchen while cooking, which is the
leading cause of home fires.
How to Be Safe
The Red Cross asks people to
never leave the kitchen while
cooking and to:
• Test your smoke alarms
monthly.
• Practice your home fire escape plan twice a year.
More information and free
safety resources are at redcross.org/homefires.
Help #EndHomeFires

JULY 2020

A Red Cross volunteer installs
a free smoke alarm through the
Home Fire Campaign. Photo by
Adam Jennings/American Red
Cross

You can also help people
through the Home Fire Campaign, which has installed over
1.6 million free smoke alarms
and helped save over 550 lives
nationwide since launching in
2014.

Continued from page 30
Figs are an all-natural energy
source and contain more calcium, more potassium and more
iron than many other common
fruits. They also contain disease-fighting antioxidants. Research shows that among dried
fruits, figs rank with other high
antioxidant foods such as red
wine and green tea.
When making meals and
snacks, figs add natural sweetness and flavor without added
sugar or salt. This is important
when dietary guidance around
the world suggests that the
consumption of both be reduced.
Learn More

• Install free smoke alarms
and educate families about
fire safety. Volunteers are also
needed to help people recover
from home fires. Contact your
local Red Cross chapter for
opportunities.
• Donate to support the Red
Cross mission. Your donation
can help provide free services
for those in need.
Visit redcross.org for more information.

To order your cookbook and
for more facts, tips and tasty
California fig recipes, visit
www.californiafigs.com.
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Home Improvement Tips

How to Combat Four Pet
Peeves Around the House

If your family is like most,
there are a few things about
your home that really annoy
you. Fortunately, ingenious
solutions are available for
four of the most common pet
peeves when it comes to lighting and electronics:
1. Never Enough Outlets:
The average family charges
up to 12 devices a day. With
connectivity more prevalent
than ever, the demand for convenient charging options is at
an all-time high. The adorne
Pop-Out Outlet from Legrand
features three standard receptacles for added power and can
disappear into the wall when
not in use. Plus, its tamper-resistant plugs will keep children
safe. Now you can simultaneously charge phones, tablets
and laptops with an outlet
made to maximize charging
needs.
2. Lights Carelessly Being
Left On: Constantly reminding people to turn off the bedroom lights? You can install
motion sensors that automatically turn lights on when
someone enters the room and
shut lights off when the room
is no longer occupied.
3. Phone Charger Mysteriously Disappearing: Scouring
your home for a phone charger
can be a thing of the past when
you replace standard outlets
with an instant, cord- and clutter-free way to charge phones,

Refresh your home with a few
simple switches from Legrand

such as the new-to-market
Wireless Charger from the radiant Collection.
4. Lack of Light at Night:
Make the walk to the bathroom
or the nursery at night a little
brighter by installing night
lights in hallways, kitchens
and children’s rooms. Some
night lights even offer adjustable light levels or can convert
to flashlights.
Two attractive solutions can be
found in the radiant and adorne
Collections by Legrand. For a
home with more traditional
aesthetics, the radiant Collection offers a Night Light with
Two Tamper-Resistant Outlets. It features five adjustable
light levels and an optional
louver for additional light-level control. For a more modern
and design-savvy look, there’s
the one from the adorne Collection. It provides a soft glow
and with ambient light level
sensors, so it’s visible only in
dark spaces.
A few simple switches around
the house can help you have
more control over your home’s
lights and electronics.

While you’re improving
your place, you may care
to consider adorne appbased lighting control options, designed to provide
solutions that offer wholehouse control with the
touch of a button. Homeowners who have both Legrand smart lighting systems
and Voice Control−enabled
devices from Google or Amazon can now power and dim
lights simply by saying phrases like “OK, Google, turn on
the porch lights” and “Alexa,
dim the living room to 50 percent” without needing to reach
for a phone, tablet, or light
switch.
Learn More
For facts, tips and inspiring
videos, go to www.legrand.us/
collections.aspx.
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Are You Seeking a Care
Facility For Your Loved One?
censed

assisted

living

facilities

and organizations
dedicated to board
and care, memory

With A
Heart
for
Seniors

Matt Posselt, owner of Ivy Glenn
Terrace; Melissa Schusler,
Residence Care Placement
Specialist; lly Ambrose, care
facility resident, and Pia the
caretaker

Take it from me, if you answered “yes” to the question
above, it can be a daunting –
and often very frustrating task.
In my case, our family endured
the experience twice – within a
4-year span -- when my mother and father who had been living with us for 7 years finally
reached the stage where highly professional daily care was
necessary.
Unfortunately for us, finding
a well-managed, highly qualified care facility involved
hours of knocking on doors,
numerous phone calls, visitations, interviews and negotiations. If only there was a
service available then like Orange County-based Residential Care Placement Specialist
(RCPS).
Founded in 1997, the company has developed close working relationships with state-li-

care, hospice care
or respite care.
It also has close
ties with the Alzheimer’s Association, Council
on Aging, Home
Care Agencies,
Veterans resources, Adult Protective Services and Social
Services.
To learn more about this
unique service, we asked Melissa Schusler, placement specialist with RCPS, to answer
some key questions typically
asked by families and friends
who are in similar situations:
SR: I know this is a basic
question, but why does RCSP
exist?
MS: We take the load off our
clients and their families to
narrow down the search to a
few homes we feel are approprite. We then schedule tours with the families.
Whether the transition needs
to take place immediately or
within a week or months, we
will successfully handle the
entire search.
SR: How do you determine
what level of care is required
for each resident?
MS: Initially, we assess each
unique situation, and get to

know the family and the resident. The more we know
about them, the better we can
offer our expertise for assistance. After we assess the resident’s care needs, personality
and preferred locations, we
work with the family budget to
ensure appropriate placement.

Another is the Ambrose family in San Clemente: “Thank
you for all the hours of searching and getting to know Polly,
her needs and the needs of our
family. The confidence and
experience you shared with us
helped us believe it was possible.”

SR: What steps do you take to
find a facility that is the right
fit?
MS: We pre-tour every home
or facility to assess their care
plans, to see what types of
caregivers are on duty and
their training. We look at the
quality of their meal plans,
medication management, and
activities and programs offered. We also ensure that the
facilities have hospice waivers
and have passed State of California inspections.

And the vice president of development for the Alzheimer’s
Association said this about
RCSP:

SR: What is the cost of using
RCPS services?
MS: Our services are free to
those who need them. We receive our commission directly
from the facilities after a transition has been made and the
clients and families, facilities
and owners are all comfortable, safe, content and happy.
One such satisfied customer is Ginny from Lake Forest
who told Schusler: “I am so
grateful to have found you.
Not only did you find a home
quickly, but you knew immediately what I wanted for Mary
who has Alzheimer’s.”

“Thanks for your help. Those
we serve found a window of
hope.”
According to Schusler, “We at
RCSP take pride in searching
for That Age In Place Home.
We have the knowledge and
resources to support all unique
needs, preferences and desires
of our clients and families. We
offer suggestions and support
during all types of transitions.”
For more information about
RCSP, you are invited to call
Schusler at the office (949)
413-4582, her cell (949) 4125947 or toll-free (800) 7631433. Her email is mel4seniors@gmail.com

See our ad
on the back cover
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In The Spotlight
Enjoy Summer with Susannah B
Hop into summer with some
delicious Quarantini recipes
that pair well with easy listening, groovy jazz songs from
singer/songwriter Susannah B.
Susannah knows jazz and she
knows how to shake up a great
cocktail during these tense and
troubling times. Her record,
“Girl Gone Wilder!” is a tribute to the late great jazz wizard
Alec Wilder.
Wilder’s life took place during
the 40s and 50s when drinking
a well shaken potion was done
with precision and style.
Susannah’s music takes us
back to that time period, top
down, spring breezes fill the
air reminding us of the warmth
and sunshine that is ahead.
Below is a Quarantini recipe
paired with Susannah’s most
inspirational songs to help us
all imagine that delicious feeling as we begin to feel summer
in the air and dream of long
summer nights to come.
Sit back, close your eyes and
sip.
And read after the recipes
more about Susannah.
“Crazy in the Heart” Quarantina. Mellow your mood with
this refreshing Margarita-style
cocktail!

3 oz. silver tequila, 2 oz. lime
juice, 1 oz. simple syrup, 1 oz.
Cointreau, splash of club soda
(optional). In a cocktail shaker,
shake to the swinging beat of
the music. Pour into ice-filled
glasses. Add lime wedge for
garnish.
Q: Tell us about the record,
why Alec Wilder? What
made you switch from pop to
jazz?
A: You know, this whole project was so unexpected. The
first time I ever heard Alec
Wilder’s music was for a
house concert in Los Angeles.
My neighbor at the time was
a professional tuba player and
he invited me to perform at
this all-Alec Wilder evening he
was putting together. The other
musicians involved – mostly
brass and woodwind players
– were performing Wilder’s
orchestral pieces, which are
all a unique hybrid of classical
and jazz music. But I was the
only singer in the lineup, and
my neighbor wanted me to do
some of Wilder’s songs because he had a number of hits
during the 1940s and ‘50s. So,
I went on Apple Music to hear
his work, and honestly... it was
not ‘love at first listen.’ There
are not many recordings and
even less that is contemporary.
My appreciation for him was
more of a slow burn. Initially,
his style was just very unfa-

miliar to me. The four albums
I put out before are all my own
quirky-jazzy pop, whereas
Wilder’s songs are much more
old- fashioned, from another
era. And although he had a very
active career that spanned four
decades, his songs are not as
well-known as Irving Berlin’s
or Johnny Mercer’s. But like
them, he is a classic, American
Popular Songbook-style writer -- and some of his hits like
“Moon and Sand” and “I’ll Be
Around” have become genuine
jazz standards.
Once I started learning the
songs, I was hooked. The tunes
just really got under my skin!
Some of it is beautiful and romantic ... he writes these gorgeous, haunting melodies. The
rest is upbeat, swinging, and
jazzy – perfect for cleaning the
house, taking a walk, or mixing up a cocktail!

Q: Your mom was a great talent. What did you learn from
her regarding songwriting?
A: I am extremely proud of my
mom Carol Hall and her legacy. She put out two albums
in the 1970s with Elektra Records; she toured with Don
McLean and Kris Kristofferson; she wrote the best songs
(IMO) on the iconic “Free To
Be...You and Me” children’s
album; and she wrote the score
for the long-running Broadway

When I realized that I was one

hit “The Best Little Whore-

of the few people singing these

house in Texas” – making her

songs, and I connected so

one of the first women to write

deeply to the material, I want-

music and lyrics for a Broad-

ed to share it with people. And

way musical. She set the bar

I have these incredible musi-

very high in terms of artistic

cians who all responded to the

success. It was very inspiring

music -- as a band, we made

and a little intimidating at the

some real magic in the studio.

same time. Honestly, it made

It was a super-fun, collabora-

me avoid music for a long time

tive, creative experience, and I

because I did not want to be

think you can hear that on the

compared to her (or compare

album.

myself to her).

Initially, I wanted to be an actor, and that is what I pursued
for years -- not music, not
songwriting, not singing. But
somewhere in my late 20s, I
was trying to quit smoking and
I decided to substitute singing for my bad habit, and it
worked. I realized that singing
always feels so good to me,
physically as well as emotionally. It can change my mood
completely. And then I started
waking up in the middle of the
night hearing words and melodies in my head. At first, I was
so nervous to play my songs
for my mom, but she was very
encouraging, and she liked
some of my lyrics a lot, which
still makes me happy to think
about.
… She died just a year and a
half ago. I miss her, of course,
but it is incredible that she left
me so many wonderful songs
of hers to sing. It is a way that
I will always feel deeply connected to her.
Q: What/who gives you inspiration to write and perform?
A: At a certain point, I kind
of accepted that even though I
never really learned to play an
instrument well or understand
music theory, I am a naturally
musical person and that’s what
makes my soul the happiest.
For me, music is a deep, healing energy. It is truly magical.
It can touch people on a soulContinued on page 37
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Food Facts

Feeding a Global Need: Youth Hunger
and Malnutrition Continue to Grow

According to the United States
Department of Agriculture, in
the U.S., more than 12 million children receive free or
reduced-price breakfast at
school, and more than 29.7
million get lunch through the
national school lunch program.
For many, school meals are
the only consistent food they
get in a day and, while many
school districts have continued
distributing meals during the
pandemic shutdown, when the
school year ends, so do school
meals. But there is hope and
help.
Nationally, companies and
non-profit organizations are
partnering to help meet the
needs in the community. One
such partnership between
Herbalife Nutrition and Feed
the Children, a nonprofit organization, aims at solving the
issue of food insecurity. The
two organizations have united
under the shared commitment
to defeat hunger worldwide.
The Importance of Nutrition
The most vulnerable members
of our society, children, rely
on school meals and feeding
programs to survive. Families
living paycheck to paycheck
may not have savings or support systems to help them.
When children are guaranteed
proper health and sanitation
measures, they are able to
prevent and fight disease, enabling them to develop both
physically and mentally into

al company providing
healthy nutrition to millions of people around the
world, we have a responsibility to help those in need
of good nutrition.”

Helping children grow up strong
and healthy are companies and
non-profit organizations that provide kids with free meals when
schools are closed. You can be
part of the solution

strong children who become
contributing members of their
communities.
“As a nutrition company, we
know that without adequate
food and nutrition, children
are unable to reach their full
development potential both
physically and mentally,” said
Dr. Kent Bradley, Chief Health
and Nutrition Officer, Herbalife Nutrition. “In working
with Feed the Children, we’ve
learned the extent of the issue
of food insecurity.”
Disturbingly,
66
million
school-age children attend
classes hungry across the developing world, according to
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.
As the world continues to experience fear and uncertainty,
resources become scarcer. The
reality is that food-insecure
families, especially kids, are
going to be affected more than
most.
Dr. Bradley adds, “as a glob-

According to the Food Research and Action Center,
many of the children who face
a nutrition gap when the school
year ends also are affected disproportionately by summer
learning loss. Also known as
the “summer slide,” this refers
to the loss of academic skills
and knowledge over the summer. This means these children
return to school in the fall academically behind their peers
and struggling to catch up before classes even begin.
Partnering Together
Companies, individual donors
and community organizations
are coming together to help
vulnerable families and communities to ensure that millions
who have lost access to food,
don’t go hungry. In addition
to programmatic support for
Feed the Children, the Herbalife Nutrition Foundation has
already donated $50,000 to the
organization for its pandemic
response efforts, through the
company’s Nutrition for Zero
Hunger initiative.
“Through our vast network of
community and corporate partners, Feed the Children continues to work each day to ensure
Continued on page 37
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Hints for Homeowners

It Doesn’t Have to Cost
6 Percent to Sell a Home
If you’re thinking about selling a home, you may have
wondered: “What, really, does
a real estate agent do to earn a
6 percent commission?”

full service that a top agent
usually offers, but when
you come through Clever,
they do it for our competitive prices.”

In the past, real estate agents
had to scour literal books
of listings and drive clients
around to see listings to make
sales. But today’s real estate
process is much simpler—and
increasingly digital. According
to a 2017 study from the National Association of REALTORS®, 44 percent of home
searches now start online. And
as the search process moves
online, almost all of the paperwork has, too, allowing agents
to handle more business even
more quickly.

Steve Huffman, a Keller
Williams broker and Clever Partner Agent in Atlanta,
says that discount prices don’t
stop him from providing a
quality, full-service experience
for his clients. “If you do a
good job with discount clients,
they can refer friends, and you
have buyers who will call your
yard sign,” he explains. “The
more listings you have, the
more exposure you have.”

So if everything’s easier now,
why are most agents still
charging 6 percent?
It comes down to the time and
money that agents spend finding new clients. “Many agents
still find most of their business
by cold calling, sending mailers or knocking on doors,”
explains Ben Mizes, CEO of
online real estate brokerage
Clever Real Estate. “The time
it takes agents to find customers puts a floor on how low

Technology allows real estate
agents to focus on building a
strong core business

ing customers with local Partner Agents, who sell homes for
a flat fee of $3,000 or 1 percent
in listing commission. Clever
is part of a growing trend in
the real estate industry; discount firms like Redfin now
operate in many U.S. metro areas and even local brokerages
are increasingly discounting
their rates. In a 2017 article,
The Washington Post estimated that average commission
rates nationwide will soon fall
to 5 percent as agents compete
more aggressively to win business.
Tech-focused entrants to the
discount real estate space have
the potential to accelerate the
change. Unlike traditional brokerages, which expand one
city at a time with local brickand-mortar offices, Clever
partners with agents all over
the country.

they are willing to go on com-

Mizes says, “We have a full-

missions.”

time team dedicated to recruiting and vetting top-performing

Clever works nationwide to
solve this problem by match-

agents from major agencies.
They provide the exact same

Luke Babich, Clever’s Chief
Strategy Officer, explains why
it’s a win-win: “Our Partner
Agents can focus on doing
what they do best: selling
homes. Meanwhile, the average customer saves $9,000 in
commission.”
Among the emerging business
models that are shaking up the
real estate industry, tech-focused brokerages like Clever
differentiate themselves by
being human focused, too.
“Real estate commissions are
ready to be revolutionized,”
says Babich. “But we’re selling homes the same way that
they’ve been sold for the last
half century—with great, attentive, professional agents.”
Continued on page 41

In The
Spotlight
Continued from page 35
level, in ways that are different than any other form of
communication. I am inspired
to write and perform because
God gave me this gift and I am
grateful. It is also in my blood,
so it feels like part of my heritage. Music is why I am here;
it makes me who I am. And it
just feels good to do.
Listen to Susannah’s full album, Girl Gone Wilder! on her
website: www.susannahbmusic.com

JULY 2020

Youth Hunger
Continued from page 36

that no child is hungry. There
are a variety of ways our community partners are delivering
food and household essentials
including door-to-door home
delivery and drive-thru product pick-ups (food, water, hygiene items). Some community partners even have a call-in
number to ensure those who
are homebound or quarantined
receive the items they need.”
says Travis Arnold, CEO and
President of Feed the Children.
Feed the Children is taking
action to ensure communities
aren’t forgotten. Eighty percent of their standard domestic
work involves supplying community partners (such as food
pantries and soup kitchens)
with the bulk of the items they
need to do their daily work.
To help Feed the Children in
these efforts by donating cash,
visit
www.feedthechildren.
org. Businesses that can donate product (food, hygiene
items, and the like) can call
(800) 627-4556.
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Crossword Puzzle Answers from page 27

For information on donating your body
to medical education and research, call:
949-824-6061
or visit:

www/som.uci.edu.willedbody
No cost to donor or family. Final
cremation and scattering at sea
included.
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Booktrib’s BookBites

Four Captivating Reads
To Fill Your Days
“L.A.’s Last Street Cop” by
Al Moreno
It’s been called probably the
most entertaining and chilling
police tale you’ll read this year.
This gripping memoir vividly
recounts Al Moreno’s rise as
a gifted and fearless Los Angeles police officer, surviving
gangs and homicidal situations
in brutal urban war zones as he
strives to achieve his personal
and professional dreams.
Packed with unforgettable
scenes of both beauty and despair, it culminates in his vocal
stand against corruption within the LAPD and the political retribution that ensued—a
dirty internal investigation that
unleashed the murderous vendetta of a violent ex-con from
the Aryan Brotherhood. A vivid, true- life tale of service,
survival and sacrifice. From
Highpoint Lit, purchase at
http://www.laststreetcop.com.
“Lakeshire Park” by Megan
Walker
Brighton, England, 1820.
Amelia Moore wants only to
secure the future happiness of
her younger sister, Clara. With
their stepfather’s looming
death, the two sisters will soon
be on their own. An invitation
arrives to join a house party at
Lakeshire Park. If she can encourage a match between Clara
and their host, Sir Ronald, then
her sister will be taken care of.

in the household. Then Angel
goes to a team party on New
Year’s

Eve—and

doesn’t

come home. In the wake of
her disappearance, her teammates, her coach’s church,
and her family search the
city for her. The result
changes their lives forever.
From SparkPress, purchase
at https://amzn.to/2TKeTKs.

But another guest, the arrogant
Peter Wood, is after the same
goal for his sister. Amelia and
Peter begin a rivalry but competing against Peter makes
Amelia vulnerable to losing
the only thing she has left to
claim: her heart. From Shadow Mountain Publishing, purchase at https://shdwmtn.com/
lakeshire-bktrib-bites.
“Watermark: The Broken
Bell Series” by Elise Schiller
The oldest child in a troubled
Philadelphia family, Angel
Ferente struggles to care for
her three sisters while pursuing
her goal of attending college
on a swimming scholarship.
She has a problematic relationship with her mother, Pic, who
uses alcohol and drugs and at
one point lost custody, and a
hostile relationship with her

“The Hairbrush and the
Shoe” by Jeanne D. Stanton
When a workman is pushed
and hissed at by something
invisible on the stairs of her
family’s 150-year-old townhouse, Jeanne Stanton must
confront the possibility of a
ghost. As a former Harvard
Business School case writer,
she embarks upon a rigorous
search for proof, exploring the
literature and lore of ghosts;
mediums, psychics, and “ghost
busters;” and more. A visit to
a psychic provides insights but
not proof.
Notables encountered during
her research include Henry
James, Arthur Conan Doyle,
Oliver Sacks, and Sigmund
Freud. Determined to get to the
bottom of the ghost business,
Stanton searches for definitive

stepfather.

evidence—and almost fails to

Angel is the center of stability

https://amzn.to/2JyNwfO.

find it. Almost. Purchase at

Famous Residents Connected to Irvine
Irvine is a well-known Master-Planned community created by the Irvine Co., in the
1960s, and is where many major companies call home. In
1971 the city was incorporated
and today according to the city
has 282,572 residents.
However, Irvine is a lot more
than strip centers and the famous Irvine Spectrum Center
as there are several famous
residents (past and present) associated with the city.
For instance, actor and comedian, Will Ferrell was born
in Irvine and several athletes
including Olympic swimmer,
Amanda Beard, Austin Daye
of the National Basketball
Association, and professional
tennis player Lindsay Davenport. So is ex-Major League
Baseball Player Mark McGwire and Quinton Jackson, a
professional mixed Martial
Arts fighter and UFC Former
Light-Heavyweight Champion.
Additionally, Carnell Lake, a
five-time NFL Pro Bowl player and UCLA Bruins football
coach is also connected to Irvine as are some Rock stars including Zack de la Rocha the
lead singer for the Rock band
Rage Against the Machine and
Tom Dumont the guitarist for
Rock band No Doubt.

Various TV personalities
such as Jack DeSena known
as a sketch comedy actor on
“Nickelodeon’s All That,” and
Mishavonna Henson a season
8 “American Idol” contestant
and contestant Kaysar Ridha
who appeared on the reality
television show “Big Brother 6 and 7” all have an Irvine
connection.
Others include Larry C. Ford,
the gynecologist who was
found to have stored deadly
biological toxins (including
the agents of anthrax, botulism, cholera, and typhoid) in
his home and office and Hugh
Hewitt, an author, radio talk
show host, and blogger.
There is Leonard Peikoff
known as an objectivist philosopher and intellectual heir
to novelist-philosopher Ayn
Rand and the former Mrs.
Marilyn Manson, Dita Von
Teese, a burlesque performer
who is also connected to Irvine.
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Cooking Corner

A Sweet and Savory Side

Here’s a delicious twist on
an old favorite: creamy,
cheesy, scalloped sweet
potatoes, an easy-to-make
casserole that will wow
everyone at the table. High
in fiber and loaded with vitamins and minerals, California sweet potatoes add
just a hint of sweetness to
this rich and savory dish.
Serve it next to your Easter ham, your Thanksgiving turkey or with a storebought roasted chicken on a
regular old Wednesday night.
Deliciously indulgent, it’ll be
your new favorite side dish.
Creamy, Cheesy, Scalloped
Sweet Potatoes
Serves 8 to 10
• 1½ pounds each orange-fleshed
and yellow/white-fleshed sweet
potatoes, peeled and cut into
¼-inch-thick slices, divided
• 2 cups shredded Gruyère
cheese, divided
• 2½ cups heavy cream
• 2 tablespoons chopped fresh
thyme
• 1½ teaspoons each salt and
pepper
• 1 teaspoon dry mustard
• ½ teaspoon ground nutmeg
• ¼ teaspoon each garlic and
onion powder
Preheat oven to 400° F. Oil

Any meal will be better with these
creamy, cheesy, scalloped sweet
potatoes

9-by-13-inch baking pan or
2½- to 3-quart casserole dish.
Layer half of sweet potatoes in
dish, mixing colors. Sprinkle
with half of cheese. Add remaining sweet potatoes and set
aside. In small saucepan over
medium-high heat, combine
cream with herbs and spices.
Cook until bubbles appear at
edges of saucepan. Pour cream
mixture over sweet potatoes. Sprinkle with remaining
cheese, cover loosely and bake
until almost tender, about 45
minutes. Uncover and continue baking until tender, about
15 minutes.
Learn More
For more recipes, nutritional
info and tips, go to www.casweetpotatoes.com.
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Tinseltown Talks
By Nick Thomas

Fran Drescher and ‘The Nanny’ Reunion
Reassembling a dozen cast
members from a popular 90s
TV sitcom could pose a challenge for any network, much
less an individual. But it was
a task Fran Drescher relished.
As the nasal-voiced star of
the hit CBS series “The Nanny,” Drescher co-created and
co-produced the show along
with then-husband Peter Marc
Jacobson.

Poppins, and “The Sound of
Music’s” Maria.

Several years after “The Nanny” ended production, Drescher was diagnosed with
uterine cancer. She completely
recovered, but the experience
steered her toward a second career to promote a “whole-body
approach to wellness” and
form the Cancer Schmancer
Fran Drescher as The Nanny - Credit Movement in 2007 (see www.
Sony Pictures Television
cancerschmancer.org). More
“Peter came up with the rerecently, Drescher produced
union idea for fans stuck at
show’s catchy theme – opened
a series of videos called “Cohome during isolation and I
with a lively rendition on piarona Care 4 You” featuring
said right away let’s do it if evno.
interviews with health experts
eryone in the cast is available,”
during the pandemic.
said Drescher from her home
Drescher admits the reunion
in Malibu.
brought memories flooding
A longtime advocate of natural
back. “To see everybody and
foods and products, Drescher
Unable to meet collectively
to hear the words again made
was isolated at home for weeks
in a studio due to quarantine
me miss the show and everyduring the spring-like much of
restrictions, all 12 credited acone in it so much. It gave me a
the country and used the time
tors who appeared in the 1993
lift during this terrible period.
to catch up on TV shows, writpilot agreed to participate from
Hopefully, it did the same for
ing, and cleaning. As Nanny
their home in April in a “Panfans.”
Fine, her famous TV character
demic Table Read” via a Zoom
might not have scolded Niles
split-screen reading of that first
Although nearly 20 years have
the Butler for using corrosive
episode, interspersed with cuts
passed since “The Nanny” first
cleaning products to sanitize
from the original broadcast.
aired, Drescher says she still
the Sheffield’s home in which
remembers the pilot and
the 90s “Nanny” series was
the live studio audience.
set, but today she probably
would.
“They didn’t know the
characters or what to ex“I use 65% alcohol in a spray
pect from us,” she said.
bottle with a little water and
“But they quickly got it
some peppermint oil which
Screen shot of the April reunion of
and were soon anticipatsmells nice and has some anThe Nanny cast - Credit Sony Pictures
ing
laughing
almost
before
we
Television
timicrobial properties,” she
said the lines. They had never
said.
really experienced an outraIn addition to the cast, Jacobgeous character like Nanny
son narrated the reading while
Despite the forced home conFran Fine that incorporated
finement, Drescher took it
Ann Hampton Callaway –
elements of Cinderella, Mary
largely in her stride.
composer and performer of the

“I happen to like staying at
home, so I don’t get cabin fever easily,” said Drescher who
currently stars in the NBC
comedy “Indebted.” But for
the actress and her former husband with whom she remains
close friends, their collaboration on “The Nanny” remains
a career milestone. “This was
our baby and we remember everything about it.”
Nick Thomas teaches at Auburn University at Montgomery and has written features,
columns, and interviews for
over 800 newspapers and
magazines.

6 Percent

Continued from page 37
With dramatic changes in the
real estate industry—which
some have said threatens to
displace real estate agents—
tech-focused brokerages like
Clever differentiate because
they are agent focused, too.
“In the end,” concludes Huffman, “you’re not losing money
because you’re gaining more
clients.”
To learn more about the ways
that technology is changing
the real estate industry, visit
https://listwithclever.com.
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Life After Mother

By Lyn Jensen

A new column explores navigating probate and estate issues from personal experience.

Prying Out Power of Attorney
After my mother locked her
caregiver out of the house,
I entered a twilight zone of
looking after her long-distance. No dispute — my mother just stubbornly refused to let
me move in, hire someone, or
move into a facility.
“Just give the caregiver a key,”
a guy mansplained.
I didn’t need that explained. I
didn’t have a key. I couldn’t
get one. Without access to my
mother’s funds, I couldn’t afford a caregiver anyway.

Control over finances and
healthcare is complicated.
Once dementia sets in, the patient loses the ability to understand the difference between
power of attorney for health
care, durable power of attorney
for property, a living will, and
Physician Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment (POLST).

healthcare, at least, I think she
finally understood the alternative was worse.
There were many possible
ways for my mother to put her
final wishes on record. Getting
her to stop procrastinating and
sign her name — to anything
— was the roadblock. I discussed with her an account of
a family’s novel solution to
the dilemma of life-sustaining
treatment. If the person didn’t
want to be revived — at the
potential cost of broken ribs
and the like — then leave the
signed paper in plain view.
If the person had a change
of heart, stick the paper in a
drawer.

A lawyer told me, “People your
mother’s age, they act like the
longer they put off these decisions, the longer they’re going
to live.”

That was when she signed a
printout from the Internet, an
Advance Healthcare Directive
California Power of Attorney,
appointing me as agent for her
healthcare decisions—but not
“personal” or financial decisions.

Why my mother finally agreed
to sign a paper granting me
power of attorney for her

After making a photocopy,
I put the original in a bright
blue folder and instructed her

to leave it on the kitchen table where it could be seen.
She still balked at signing a
POLST, but I put one in the
folder, too. Several months later the blue folder and contents
disappeared. She wouldn’t tell
me where to.
A year later I found her collapsed on the floor. This time
I made arrangements with a
nursing home that accepted
difficult patients. The home
wanted me to show my Power of Attorney for Healthcare.
Figuratively I crossed my fingers and handed over the photocopy. It was accepted.
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